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Abstract
Substantially growing data traffic over wireless networks poses increased challenges for mobile
network operators in deploying sufficient network resources and managing user mobility. This
dissertation considers these challenges to providing satisfactory Quality of Service (QoS) for endusers and studies solutions for better utilization of the heterogeneous network environment.
First, the dissertation examines what solutions mobile devices and network management
entities can use to dynamically collect valid cross-layer information from different network
entities. Cross-layer information allows monitoring of the condition of the network in multiple
layers on a user and application basis. The second research topic considers the techniques the
network management entities can use to improve resource usage in wireless networks based on the
collected cross-layer information.
The IEEE 802.21 standard, specified to facilitate handovers between heterogeneous networks,
is used as the basis for cross-layer information delivery. This dissertation also focuses on
utilization of the standard beyond the inter-access technology handovers. In order to improve
resource usage in wireless networks dynamically, event delivery enhancements are proposed for
the standard so that it better applies to the requirements of different techniques. Such techniques
are traffic priority adjustment, traffic adaptation, packet aggregation, and network protocol header
compression. The results show that when a handover is not feasible, these techniques effectively
allow sharing of the limited radio resources for the user data according to applications’ importance
and type. Mobility management is studied in terms of network information service, one of the
main services of IEEE 802.21. The thesis proposes enhancing the information service with a base
station cell coverage area database. The database provides significant improvements for the
selection of a handover target in a dense base station environment. With all the results taken
together, the dissertation provides mobile network operators various means to improve the usage
of wireless networks on the basis of applications’ varying QoS requirements.

Keywords: cross-layer information, header compression, heterogeneous networks,
information service, mobility management, packet aggregation, traffic adaptation
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Tiivistelmä
Voimakkaasti kasvava langattomien tietoverkkojen dataliikenne aiheuttaa verkko-operaattoreille
haasteita tarjota riittävät verkkoresurssit ja hallita käyttäjien liikkuvuutta. Väitöskirja huomioi
nämä haasteet tarjota loppukäyttäjille tyydyttävä palvelunlaatu (QoS) ja tutkii ratkaisuja, joilla
heterogeenistä verkkoympäristöä voidaan hyödyntää tehokkaammin.
Aluksi väitöskirja tutkii, mitä ratkaisuja päätelaitteet ja verkkohallintatoimijat voivat käyttää
keräämään protokollakerrosten välistä (cross-layer) tietoa eri verkkotoimijoilta. Protokollakerrosten välinen tieto mahdollistaa verkon tilan seuraamisen usealla eri kerroksella käyttäjä- ja
sovelluskohtaisesti. Toinen tutkimusaihe tarkastelee protokollakerrosten välistä tietoa hyödyntäviä tekniikoita, joita verkonhallintatoimijat voivat käyttää tehostamaan resurssien käyttöä langattomissa verkoissa.
IEEE 802.21-standardia, joka on määritetty helpottamaan verkonvaihtoja heterogeenisten
verkkojen välillä, käytetään pohjana protokollakerrosten välisen tiedon jakelulle. Väitöskirjassa
keskitytään standardin hyödyntämiseen myös muussa kuin verkkoteknologioiden välisen verkonvaihdon yhteydessä. Väitöskirja ehdottaa parannuksia standardin tapahtumatietovälitykseen,
jotta se täyttäisi paremmin eri tekniikoiden asettamat vaatimukset dynaamisesti toteutettavista
toimista langattomien verkkojen resurssikäytön tehostamiseksi. Nämä tekniikat ovat liikenteen
prioriteetin muutokset, liikenteen adaptointi, pakettien yhdistäminen ja verkkoprotokollaotsikoiden pakkaus. Tulokset osoittavat, että kun tukiasema- tai verkonvaihto ei ole mahdollinen, nämä
tekniikat mahdollistavat rajattujen verkkoresurssien jakamisen tehokkaasti sovellusten tärkeyden ja tyypin mukaan. Liikkuvuudenhallintaa tutkitaan verkkoinformaatiopalvelun, joka on
myös yksi IEEE 802.21-standardin pääpalveluista, kautta. Väitöskirja ehdottaa, että informaatiopalvelua tehostetaan liittämällä siihen tietokanta tukiasemasolujen peittoalueista. Tietokanta
tehostaa huomattavasti verkonvaihdon kohteen valintaa tiheissä tukiasemaympäristöissä. Kun
väitöskirjan tulokset huomioidaan kokonaisuutena, väitöskirja tarjoaa verkko-operaattoreille
useita tapoja tehostaa langattomien verkkojen käyttöä sovellusten vaihtelevien palvelunlaatuvaatimusten perusteella.

Asiasanat: heterogeeniset verkot, informaatiopalvelu, liikenteen adaptoiminen,
liikkuvuudenhallinta, pakettien yhdistäminen, protokollakerrosten välinen tieto,
protokollaotsikoiden pakkaus
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FIFO
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File Transfer Protocol
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General Internet Signaling Transport
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General Packet Radio Service
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Home Agent
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Host Identifier
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HoA
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Information Element
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Internet Engineering Task Force
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Internet of Things
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Internet Protocol
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Internet Protocol security

IR

Initialization and Refresh
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Information Server
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Inter-System Mobility Policy
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Inter-System Routing Policy
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International Telecommunication Union - Radiocommunication Sector

ITU-T

International Telecommunication Union - Telecommunication Standardization Sector

LMA

Local Mobility Anchor

LTE

Long Term Evolution

LTE-A

Long Term Evolution Advanced

MAC

Medium Access Control

MAP

Mobility Anchor Point

MIB

Management Information Base

MICS

Media Independent Command Service

MIES
MIH

Media Independent Event Service
Media Independent Handover

MIHF

Media Independent Handover Function

MIHU

Media Independent Handover User

MIIS

Media Independent Information Service

MIP

Mobile IP

MISL

Media Independent Service Layer
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MNO

Mobile Network Operator

MOS
MPTCP

Mean Opinion Score
Multipath Transmission Control Protocol

mSCTP

mobile Stream Control Transport Protocol

MTU

Maximum Transmission Unit

MVNO

Mobile Virtual Network Operator

NAL

Network Abstraction Layer

NSIS

Next Steps in Signaling

ODTONE

Open Dot Twenty ONE

OID

Object Identifier

P-GW

Packet Data Network Gateway

P2P

Peer-to-Peer

PCEF

Policy and Charging Enforcement Function

PDN-GW

Packet Data Network Gateway
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Protocol Data Unit
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Performance Enhancement Proxy

PER

Packet Error Rate
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Physical layer

PMIPv4

Proxy Mobile IPv4

PMIPv6

Proxy Mobile IPv6
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Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
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Pseudo-Subjective Quality Assessment

QoE

Quality of Experience

QoS

Quality of Service

RFC

Request for Comments

ROHC

RObust Header Compression

RQ
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RSVP

Resource Reservation Protocol

RTCP

RTP Control Protocol

RTP
RtPS

Real-time Transport Protocol
Real-time Polling Service

RTT

Round Trip Time

SAP

Service Access Point

SCTP

Stream Control Transport Protocol

SCV

Scalable Video Coding
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SDU

Service Data Unit

SFF
SNMP

Signal Forwarding Functions
Simple Network Management Protocol

SNR

Signal to Noise Ratio

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol

TFRC

TCP Friendly Rate Control

ToS

Type of Service

TRG

Triggering Engine

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

UMTS

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

VCL

Video Coding Layer

VoIP

Voice over IP

WiMAX

Wireless Interoperability for Microwave Access

WLAN

Wireless Local Area Network
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Introduction

Rapid development of Internet Protocol (IP)-based wireless access networks has evoked
strong growth in the mobile Internet usage. First, IP packet-based wireless networks
connected many rural areas to the Internet. Then, the evolvement of wireless access
technologies to support mobility with high data rates has brought many new possibilities
of utilizing the Internet. The deployment of mobile networks has allowed people to be
always connected regardless of their location and while on the move.
The number of mobile-connected devices reached the global population in 2014
[1, 2]. Today, most of the mobile subscriptions are used with handsets that provide
an IP connectivity and are equipped with powerful processors, large memories, and
a possibility to use a massive number of network-based applications. This has had a
significant impact on the data traffic loads of wireless networks. Global mobile data
traffic grew 69% in 2014, reaching 2.5 exabytes per month [1], driven in particular
by media applications. It is also widely anticipated that data traffic will continue to
grow substantially [1, 3], surpassing 24 exabytes monthly in 2019, up nearly 1000%
from 2014. The traffic from wireless devices is anticipated to exceed the traffic from
wired devices by 2018 [4]. All these numbers reflect the significant growth in the use of
wireless networks, which challenges mobile network operators (MNOs) to keep up with
sufficient resources. Today, end-users demand quality in their applications used over the
Internet. However, the substantial growth in data traffic has translated into network
capacity issues and insufficient Quality of Service (QoS) in many places.
The wireless network environment consists of different access technologies, such
as Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), Wireless Interoperability for Microwave
Access (WiMAX) and 2G/3G/4G cellular mobile networks. In addition, within access
technologies, there are different implementations resulting in different sized cells and
features. Together these constitute a heterogeneous network environment, where different
base stations (BSs) of different access technologies provide varying characteristics
and capabilities. Mobile devices have had multiaccess capability for many years now.
This means that they support simultaneous connectivity to multiple overlapping access
networks that may be based on multiple access technologies. Multiaccess capability
along with an appropriate mobility protocol allows a mobile device to seamlessly switch
from one access technology to another while keeping current IP services, such as
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video streams, uninterrupted. Handing over BSs of different access technologies—also
referred to as heterogeneous handovers—has been studied for nearly two decades
now [5–8]. The obvious advantages of heterogeneous handovers are related to better
utilization of the wireless network infrastructure. The concept of always best connected
(ABC) [9] was widely used in the 2000s for optimizing mobility. The ABC concept
refers to a scenario where a mobile device has multiple network interfaces and is able to
always use the best available access. To be optimally connected, the current quality of
the network applications used needs to be monitored, for example, through a set of
QoS parameters such as packet loss, delay and delay variation (jitter). Moreover, the
intelligence behind the access point selection may factor in several criteria such as the
end user’s preferences, the requirements of the current applications regarding network
capabilities, cost, and the preferences of MNOs whose networks are to be used.
The constantly increasing mobile data traffic poses several challenges for mobility
management in order to sustain the high QoS of the most important users and applications.
The radio spectrum for wireless mobile networks is limited and already restricts network
deployments to respond sufficiently to the demand for capacity. The finite capacity
compels MNOs to discover new solutions to provide adequate resources for end systems.
Users are already greatly exploiting public WLAN hotspots when available. Increasing
deployment of small cell BSs is anticipated to also mitigate the capacity issue. However,
this brings new challenges for mobility management. Whether a handover is mobile
device-initiated or network-initiated, finding the most optimal handover target in the
range of the mobile device currently requires network scanning in different bands.
This scanning model is no longer efficient when heterogeneous networks are densely
equipped with overlapping wireless connection points. The number of BSs within
range and close-by can be large in densely populated areas, which also makes optimal
handover target selection difficult.
However, optimizing mobility is not expected to solely resolve all capacity challenges.
Potential handover targets may be lacking and then use of the current access will need
enhancement. In this case, traffic priority management, user priorities, and sharing the
available transmission resources more efficiently for the application data become more
momentous factors. During congestion it is not meaningful to share limited resources
for data that is not significant for the users. Moreover, adapting applications’ QoS
requirements is worth considering with applications where this is possible to carry out.
To be able to respond to the capacity challenges of wireless networking, timely
information exchange between different entities plays an increasingly important role.
18

Today, as users demand quality and different types of applications have varying QoS
requirements, dynamic actions necessary to overcome the capacity shortage need to be
handled on an application basis. This dissertation examines the problem of information
delivery to enable detection of problems in the quality of applications proactively and
facilitate mobility management in heterogeneous networks. Moreover, the dissertation
analyzes different techniques for enhancing the use of transmission resources on a
packet and traffic flow basis in order to keep applications usable despite high traffic
loads that can lead to congestion. This introductory chapter illuminates the topic while
introducing the research field in more detail and overviewing the contributions of this
thesis.
1.1

Demand for cross-layer information services in wireless
networking

Substantially growing data traffic over wireless networks increasingly poses challenges
for MNOs in deploying sufficient network resources. It is widely noted that the radio
spectrum already limits adequate network deployments and, for example, dynamic
spectrum access and spectrum sharing to address this issue have been studied [10–13].
Traffic offloading to low-cost networks, such as WLAN, has recently attracted both
MNOs and network equipment manufacturers. This has led to commercial WLAN
hotspots becoming more popular [14]. For example, the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) has specified WLAN interoperability with 3GPP-specified radio-accessbased mobile devices [15]. Moreover, the number of public WLAN access points was
predicted to rise to 5.8 million by 2015 worldwide, up 350% from 2011 [16]. However,
low-cost WLAN networks on unlicensed bands do not solve the capacity issue, but only
facilitate it. The unlicensed bands are heavily jammed in many locations.
Adequate deployment of additional BSs to answer to the growing demand for mobile
network capacity is not often feasible, and more efficient utilization of the existing BS
infrastructure becomes inevitable. Network heterogeneity provides diversity with respect
to network capabilities and characteristics. Roaming across multiple MNOs would bring
additional possibilities to share overall capacity, but currently MNOs are not keen to
share their network infrastructures. When abroad, a user usually has multiple network
options to connect with, but in the user’s home country this would necessitate having
multiple subscriptions. The number of mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs)
is increasing and may in the future leverage the resources of multiple facilities-based
19

MNOs. MVNOs do not maintain their own BS infrastructure, but lease the network
infrastructure from MNOs for their customers. Nevertheless, besides capitalizing on
overlapping BS cells, the capacity shortage also necessitates that the limited transmission
resources in BSs are more efficiently utilized.
Mobile networks are often complex in structure, consisting of several entities
responsible for different network operations such as resource sharing, user mobility, and
billing. Moreover, a variety of end-users with diverse end systems, different subscription
profiles, and varying applications bring additional challenges for networks in keeping
the users satisfied. In order to manage user, service, and end system diversity, typically a
variety of information needs to be collected from different network layers of different
entities. This concept is based on a cross-layer design [17].
The layered design of networks has been successful and it allows connecting of
different network infrastructures. The cross-layer design enables optimization of the
parameters in each layer separately in the attempt to maximize the performance of either
individual traffic flows or the whole system. The standards the networks are based on
often specify how network management entities can collect cross-layer information
within networks. However, the cross-layer concept in current wireless networks is
often limited to Layer-3 and below, neglecting the application perspective. Many
problems are faced when information needs to be collected from upper layers and
several networks, possibly of different access technologies. This problem especially
occurs with mobile devices trying to optimize their mobility in a network environment
with a large number of overlapping BS cells. The current Layer-3 mobility protocols,
such as Mobile IP (MIP) [18–20], enable switching between BSs of different networks
and access technologies. However, without additional controlling they base handover
decisions on very limited information. For example, handover timing, target selection,
and preparation of current services for the handover are not properly handled.
As the amount of data traffic traversing mobile networks increases, end-users’
expectations regarding wireless network quality are becoming similar to those of wired
networks. However, the wireless medium brings more uncertainty to communication
reliability and limitations to attainable capacities compared with copper and optical
connections. Different network applications have different characteristics in terms
of generated network traffic and, thus, differing demands for network capabilities.
For example, real-time video streaming is more sensitive to network QoS than the
bulk of file transfers comprising, for example, online software and operating system
update processes. Traditionally, mobile networks have largely been used with voice,
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which is demanding for network delay and jitter. Nowadays, the proportion of video
transmission is growing constantly and its proportion of total data traffic is already
significant [1]. While voice yields low-bitrate traffic, high-definition video transmissions
with high bitrates bring substantial challenges for wireless networks. However, Voice
over IP (VoIP)—consisting of very small IP packets typically with payloads of only
tens of bytes—has been observed to cause capacity degradation in current wireless
networks [21]. As a general rule, it can be stated that while the service level of the most
demanding services needs to be maintained high, sufficient capacity needed to keep
other services usable must be guaranteed as well. This complicates the management of
traffic priorities.
Wireless networking can often be perceived as balancing between network resource
sharing and optimization of the quality perceived by the users. The traffic load in
networks can change rapidly, for example, due to user mobility. Thus, the actions
taken in reaction to different load levels need to be performed dynamically. In case of
congestion, users and services deemed important need prioritization over traffic that is
not sensitive to transmission delays and packet loss. Determination of the traffic flows
that need privileged treatment in a timely manner requires both cross-layer signaling
and intelligence in order to find proper techniques to overcome or mitigate possible
capacity issues. In addition to traffic-flow-based prioritization, some novel VoIP and
video codecs also allow packet-based priority management. For example, Scalable
Video Coding (SVC) [22] enables adjustment of the bitrate according to the prevailing
network condition, at the cost of acceptable quality degradation. The adaptation can be
done either at the source or in the network between the video source and client. In order
to also base the adaptation decisions on the current network condition and the quality
of applications, the adaptation algorithm needs feedback carrying this information.
Application quality can be estimated based on network measurements (for example,
packet loss and delay), but applications themselves have the best knowledge of the
current quality.
To improve user mobility and the efficiency of network resource usage, the current
state needs to be monitored and possible causes of problems identified through analysis.
The network management entities need to be informed about the problem. Only after
that are the network management entities able to make plans and decisions on the actions
needed to resolve the problem. This kind of cyclic procedure for network management is
widely cited as the concepts of autonomic networking [23–25] and cognitive networking
[26]. While the basic definitions of both concepts are similar, learning from previous
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decisions is brought as an essential aspect to improve decision-making in the cognitive
networking concept. This dissertation focuses on the information dissemination part of
the cyclic network management concepts. The dissertation seeks to show how both
mobile devices and networks can collect information to make decisions on different
actions. In addition, the thesis presents and evaluates some actions that the network
management entities can perform in order to better capitalize on heterogeneous networks
and improve resource usage in wireless BSs. In order to facilitate heterogeneous
handovers, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.21 Media
Independent Handover (MIH) Services [27] and 3GPP specified Access Network
Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) [28] standards have been specified. The
thesis focuses on the IEEE 802.21 standard and shows its benefits also beyond handover
scenarios.
1.2

Objectives and scope of the dissertation

The problem of collecting cross-layer information and using it to improve mobility and
wireless network resource usage is addressed in the thesis in the context of two research
questions (RQs). The RQs are discussed in this section together with the scope of the
thesis.
The RQs to be answered by the thesis are: RQ1: What solutions can mobile
devices and network management entities use to dynamically collect valid cross-layer
information in order to make decisions on improvements of mobility and resource
management in wireless networks? IEEE 802.21 is the first widely cited standard
in the effort of facilitating mobility in a heterogeneous network environment. The
standard combines different types of services into one specification, which makes it more
extensive in relation to comparable standards. The thesis introduces the capabilities
of the standard and studies enhancements to expand its scope of applications. RQ2:
What techniques can network management entities use to dynamically improve resource
usage in wireless networks based on cross-layer information? In mobile device mobility,
a thorough assessment of the BSs within range and nearby improves the handover
success rate and mitigates network load problems. When a handover to another BS is not
feasible or not expected to end up with a satisfying result, the network or mobile device
needs to consider adjustment of resource usage. Dynamic traffic adaptation and priority
adjustment in wireless networks provide means to cope with varying network load
situations. Traffic adaptation mechanisms can be used with services that allow lowering
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of their data rate in case of congestion without incurring interruptions to service usability.
With appropriate priority adjustment, the quality of highly important services can be
better kept high without suppressing low-priority applications to be fully unusable.
In order to find an answer to RQ1, this dissertation presents and examines the
possibilities of IEEE 802.21 to assist in mobility management in heterogeneous networks.
In addition, the potential of the standard is studied beyond the scope of heterogeneous
handovers. Enhancement of network information service—an essential service of
the IEEE 802.21 standard—with BS cell coverage area information is proposed. The
coverage area information element can be added to any network information service,
including also the information service of ANDSF, but in this thesis the solution is
presented in the scope of IEEE 802.21. The services and other information elements
defined in the IEEE 802.21 standard provide a natural basis for the coverage area
information. A coverage area is formed by geospatial data, which can be represented as
polygons. The scalability of spatial databases for storing coverage polygons and the
benefits of such databases for BS cell selection are studied in this thesis. In addition, to
enhance the cross-layer design of the IEEE 802.21 standard, the dissertation proposes
a solution that provides more extensive event signaling capabilities. Upper layer
(Layer-3 and above) events are intentionally left out of the scope of the standard.
However, upper layer events would allow dissemination of application-specific events,
which would enable taking the application state and requirements into account in
mobility management and transmission resource sharing. Moreover, extensive crosslayer signaling enables end-to-end signaling, which is helpful with many multimedia
applications, but is also not supported by IEEE 802.21. However, the end-to-end context
is not considered in detail in this thesis, but the focus is on wireless access networks.
Fig. 1 summarizes the scope of this thesis regarding cross-layer information services.
As the core, IEEE 802.21 and its main services related to event reporting, commanding
of lower layers, and network information queries are utilized. Enhancement of the event
service to cover extensive signaling between all the protocol layers of mobile devices
and network entities is proposed. In addition, enhancement of the information service
with BS coverage area information is also proposed. The services together enable more
intelligent use of techniques to improve the usage of wireless networks, depicted in
the outermost layer in the figure. The IEEE 802.21 command service is not studied
for enhancements in this thesis. However, the command service allows collection of
parameter information beneficial for assessing the current link quality and triggering a
variety of actions in both mobile devices and the networks.
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Fig. 1. Scope of the thesis regarding cross-layer information services.

RQ2 is approached through three techniques depicted in Fig. 2. The techniques
studied utilize an extensive cross-layer signaling solution and seek to improve the
utilization of existing network infrastructures. In this dissertation, mobility is related to
studies on how mobile devices can determine the most suitable handover target BS
and conform to the ABC concept this way. Priority management improves sharing of
limited wireless resources according to the importance of traffic flows and individual
IP packets. Packet-based priority management can be related to traffic adaptation,
especially supported by many video and VoIP applications through scalability features.
When the importance of individual packets in a traffic flow is known, service quality can
be scaled to the currently available capacity by dropping low-priority packets. This
decreases the flow’s data rate but the quality of the application remains at a satisfactory
level. In this thesis, flow-based priority management is commonly referred to as traffic
priority management. Studies on traffic efficiency seek to increase the proportion of
wireless resources used for transmission of application data (payload in IP packets).
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Fig. 2. The scope of the thesis to improve the utilization of wireless networks.

In this thesis, the benefits of the BS coverage area database are discussed and
evaluated for mobility scenarios in heterogeneous networks. The goals of the mobility
evaluation are to improve BS cell selection by facilitating the process of discovering
potential handover targets. Information service with BS cell coverage areas is utilized in
order to find BSs within the range and close to mobile devices in a resource-efficient
manner. The solution proposed also helps MNOs consider load balancing based on
the speed of the mobile devices, namely to decrease the number of handovers in
high-speed mobility and to favor small cells in low-speed mobility. With respect to
mobility scenarios, this dissertation does not evaluate handover delays and their impact
on application quality. There are a plethora of studies evaluating different handover
mechanisms, many of them based on MIP or Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [29–31].
The thesis does not presume that all mobile devices are equipped with multiaccess
capability and are capable of efficiently utilizing the heterogeneous network environment.
As shown in the thesis, handover is not the only solution for improving the QoS or
sustaining it at an adequate level. Moreover, situations where no potential handover
targets exist are also common. For example, neighboring BSs can be facing load issues
as well, their location may be too far away to provide reliable and sufficient QoS, or their
other operational capabilities might not allow the BS switch. Moreover, congestion in
the currently used BS or the deterioration of the mobile device’s signal condition may be
temporary, and sub-optimally decided handovers can result in an even worse situation.
This dissertation considers real-time multimedia applications for dynamic improvement of BS-specific resource usage, namely video streaming and VoIP. Dynamic traffic
adaptation and flow priority management are studied in the context of SVC video
streaming, representing a QoS-sensitive application type. SVC uses the unreliable User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) transport protocol beneath the Real-time Transport Protocol
(RTP) [32] protocol, which is specified for carrying time-dependent media across IP
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networks. Packet losses and long delays are often easily visible in the quality of media
applications.
Video adaptation and traffic priority management with QoS scheduling classes are
mainly carried out in the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. Experiments have also
shown that optimization of video transmission can be carried out in different layers of
the transmission chain, for example, in the application layer of the video source and
in the physical layer (PHY) [33, 34]. However, the PHY adaptation is not considered
in this thesis as it is not easily applicable to current wireless networks. Transmission
resources are commonly shared in the MAC layer. For application-level adaptation, TCP
Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) is a commonly used algorithm developed for estimating
the currently available transmission path capacity for the traffic flow generated [35, 36].
TFRC-based application-level adaptation is discussed in this thesis and its performance
is briefly compared with that of the MAC-level adaptation.
The goal of this dissertation is not to go deep into video adaptation solutions but
to show the advantages and potentials of the extensive cross-layer signaling design
proposed for the optimization of service adaptation in the context of video applications.
If the importance of individual packets is known, the basic adaptation principles can be
perceived similar for all application types that support adaptation. The video streaming
used in the experiments can be seen to represent the traffic of all kinds of real-time
applications with strict QoS demands. Thus, the dissertation does not evaluate video
quality subjectively and the Quality of Experience (QoE) based, for example, on the
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) metric, is not used.
RObust Header Compression (ROHC) [37] is studied as a technique for decreasing
the redundancy of traffic flows introduced by network protocol headers. ROHC
capitalizes on the static and rarely changing fields in the headers and compresses the
protocol headers down to only a few bytes in total, commonly being many tens of
bytes in each IP packet, depending on the protocols used. Packet aggregation to bundle
multiple small-size IP packets into one IP packet is studied in order to further improve
the performance of wireless networks. ROHC and packet aggregation are studied in
the context of VoIP traffic, where the proportional payload with respect to the total IP
packet size is small.
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1.3

Research methods

The dissertation uses analytical, simulation, and empirical methods for the research
conducted. The suitability of the IEEE 802.21 standard for its intended target scenarios
are evaluated on an analytical study basis. The rest of the studies reported in this thesis
were carried out using either simulations or empirical evaluation. WiMAX is used as
the wireless access technology in the empirical evaluation of the studied solutions for
improving the resource usage of the wireless medium based on the importance and
type of applications. WiMAX technology represents well the current state-of-the-art in
wireless access technologies. A fixed WiMAX network (based on IEEE 802.16d) is
used in the studies requiring dynamic MAC-level traffic priority changes. The next
generation WiMAX, called mobile WiMAX (IEEE 802.16e), is used for the ROHC and
packet aggregation studies. Simulations are used in studies that cannot be implemented
with commercial network equipment, namely the development of a MAC-level packet
scheduling algorithm.
The MAC-level packet scheduling algorithm presented in this dissertation is implemented with a simulation chain developed in the ICT-OPTIMIX project using the
OMNeT++ simulator environment. The basis of the MAC and PHY models included
comply with the IEEE 802.11g standard. The simulator provided a good basis for
evaluating packet-based dynamic priority adjustment. The dynamic MAC-level packet
scheduling is studied also empirically over WiMAX. Instead of developing a new
scheduling algorithm, the experiments are related to dynamic and intelligent exploitation
of existing QoS-based packet scheduling algorithms in the network. The QoS classes
and traffic priority solutions used with the WiMAX network are those implemented by
the equipment vendor.
In the experiments, video transmission and VoIP are used as applications. The
video transmission is used to represent real-time traffic of applications with strict QoS
demands. The video streams used are based on real SVC-encoded sequences, and are
used in the evaluation of dynamic traffic adaptation and priority adjustment. The SVC
video streams are decoded with an SVC decoder for Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
analysis in both simulations and empirical measurements. In addition, the performance
of video streaming is measured through QoS parameters such as packet loss, throughput,
and delays.
The VoIP service used in the packet aggregation and ROHC evaluations is emulated
based on the characteristics of the G.723.1 codec standard. Moreover, the ROHC and
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packet aggregation solutions are based on emulations. The ROHC emulation complies
with the standard specification. In addition, the emulated VoIP traffic complies with
the respective standards and, thus, the results can be perceived as valid for practical
utilization as well. The VoIP quality in the ROHC and packet aggregation evaluation
is measured in terms of packet loss and one-way delay. However, with appropriate
application-specific quality models the QoS parameters measured with both VoIP and
video could also be used to estimate the QoE of VoIP conversations and video streams
[21, 38, 39].
The coverage area enhanced network information service presented utilizes publicly
available MySQL and PostgreSQL database solutions. The database content with
respect to BS locations and cell sizes was, to some extent, randomly generated, which is
sufficient for the scalability and mobility measurements presented in this thesis. The
goal of these measurements was not to focus on any particular environment (terrain,
buildings, vegetation, etc.) that affects the BS density, coverage areas, and antenna beam
directions. Utilization of the information service for cell selection was simulated and the
simulation environment was implemented in Perl. The simulation environment does not
implement a simulated radio channel, which, however, is not necessary in the targeted
evaluation of the information service assisted cell selection. The objective of evaluating
the potential of the information service for mobility and improving cell selection based
on the information received from the information service can be carried out without
dynamic radio environment.
1.4

Contribution of the dissertation

This thesis contributes from two different aspects, namely collecting and using crosslayer information. Contributions regarding the original papers and the role of the author
in these papers are overviewed below. Specific contributions of each original paper are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
The first contribution of this thesis is the design of the extensive cross-layer signaling
framework. Papers I, II, and III make contributions to this area.
Paper I introduces the IEEE 802.21 standard and studies its possibilities in heterogeneous mobility management. The paper presents several practical use cases to illustrate
the standard’s possibilities of improving heterogeneous handovers to make them lossless
in terms of IP packets. The author was the main contributor in Paper I, with input and
guidance from the co-author, Kostas Pentikousis.
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Paper II extends IEEE 802.21-based event signaling to cover all protocol layers and
also end-to-end signaling between two distant entities communicating over the Internet.
A Triggering Framework [40] was integrated to comply with the IEEE 802.21 solution.
The framework solution was first introduced in [41], but first evaluated in Paper II. The
author of this thesis was the main designer of the cross-layer signaling framework with
comments from the co-authors of the paper Janne Vehkaperä and Tiia Ojanperä née
Sutinen. The author was also the main author of the paper with input from Mikko Uitto,
Janne Vehkaperä and Tiia Ojanperä.
Paper III enhances the network information services, specified also in the IEEE
802.21 standard, with information about BS cell coverage areas. The coverage area
information helps mobile devices and networks find available BSs that satisfy the
required service level through a single query. An additional benefit of the cell coverage
area information is improvement of spectrum usage through dynamic spectrum access
and sharing. The spectrum issues are only discussed, not studied in detail. The results
of Paper III show that the scalability of current spatial databases used for storing cell
coverage areas allow both end-user mobility and shared spectrum access systems
to be based on the same coverage area enhanced information service. Scalability
measurements were done with MySQL and PostgreSQL databases. The author was also
the main contributor to writing Paper III, with the initial idea of the topic and input from
co-author Henning Schulzrinne.
The second contribution of this thesis is related to cross-layer-assisted techniques
that improve mobility and wireless resource utilization according to the traffic mix.
Papers II, IV, V and VI make contributions to this research area. In addition to the
cross-layer signaling framework, Paper II studies the potential of using cross-layer
information collected from the application and link layers for adaptation of SVC
video. For this, an access-technology-independent packet scheduling algorithm was
developed for an IEEE 802.11g-based MAC layer. The paper showed the potential of
the MAC-level adaptation for traffic in which the importance of individual packets is
known. The algorithm proposed in the paper was developed for SVC-encoded video but
the same packet scheduling logic can be applied to other services as well by modifying
the tolerated queuing limits according to application requirements. In addition to
MAC-level adaptation, source adaptation is shown as a reference and an effective way
to decrease the number of low-priority packets in networks. The author developed
the MAC-level scheduling algorithm and the cross-layer signaling framework for the
OMNeT++ simulation environment.
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Paper IV presents how a coverage area enhanced network information service, such
as the information service of IEEE 802.21, can improve mobility management thanks to
coverage-area-based BS cell selection. The paper shows a cell selection algorithm that
clusters the cells found in the range of a mobile device in order to decrease the number
of cells taken for a more detailed assessment as handover targets. The paper considers
low-speed pedestrian mobility and high-speed vehicular mobility in the evaluation of the
algorithm. The algorithm and the simulation environment are designed and implemented
by the author. Paper IV is a solo paper by the author.
Paper V empirically utilizes the cross-layer signaling framework developed in Paper
II in dynamic adjustment of traffic priorities. That is, based on the importance of the
traffic flows, their priority is adapted according to traffic characteristics. The evaluation
is carried out in a laboratory environment over a fixed WiMAX testbed. The algorithm
for the dynamic adaptation and implementation of the service class adjuster are designed
and implemented by the author. The author is the main contributor in the paper with
input from Mikko Uitto, Jarmo Prokkola and Jukka-Pekka Laulajainen.
Finally, Paper VI studies ROHC and packet aggregation in the context of VoIP
conversations. The small packets generated by VoIP applications substantially decrease
the effective capacity of wireless links, and ROHC and packet aggregation are found
helpful in mitigating the problem. Although the paper does not study ROHC and packet
aggregation with the cross-layer signaling framework, the thesis discusses how the use
of these techniques can benefit from the cross-layer information. The measurements are
carried out in a mobile WiMAX testbed in a laboratory environment. The measurement
scenarios use studies [21, 42] as their basis. The author had a significant role in planning
and executing the measurements and in writing the paper, with input to the leading
author, Jarno Pinola.
1.5

Structure of the dissertation

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the theoretical
background with an overview of related work. The chapter forms the basis for the
thesis by introducing the concept of heterogeneous networks and related features to
efficiently utilize its potential. The presented topics are related to mobility management
and efficient resource usage with the assistance of cross-layer information services.
Chapter 3 summarizes the main contributions of the original papers, and provides a
discussion on the results and an overview of future work items. The chapter consists of
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two larger topics. First, the cross-layer signaling framework is presented and then its
possibilities for mobility management, traffic adaptation, priority management, and
improvement of traffic efficiency by reducing redundant information in packets are
introduced. Chapter 4 concludes this thesis.
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2

Background

This chapter describes the concept of heterogeneous networks together with functionalities related to its utilization. This chapter summarizes the background of the dissertation,
with references to the literature. The topics considered are related to mobility management protocols and cross-layer solutions to improve mobility management and resource
usage in the networks.
2.1

Mobile network environment

The current wireless network environment consists of a number of access technologies,
mainly WLAN, WiMAX, and technologies related to the concepts of 2G (General
Packet Radio Service, GPRS), 3G (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System,
UMTS, High-Speed Packet Access, HSPA), and 4G (Long Term Evolution, LTE). In
addition, within each access technology, different standards have different capabilities
and operational cell coverage areas. These all together constitute a heterogeneous
network environment. Generally, the cells are divided into four main categories based
on their operational range, namely femtocells, picocells, microcells, and macrocells.
How the different cells are divided into these categories varies slightly in the literature.
According to Hämäläinen et al. [43], cells with a range of more than 100 meters can be
defined as macrocells. Mishra [44] defines a macrocell as a cell with a range above one
kilometer and a picocell, with a range less than 500 meters.
The coverage areas of different wireless networks often overlap, which provides more
possibilities for mobile devices to apply the ABC concept. Fig. 3 illustrates a simplified
evolution of the wireless network environment. Earlier, network infrastructures were
mainly composed of large macrocells. During the recent years, the number of public
WLAN access points providing access to the Internet free of charge has proliferated.
Currently we are in the phase where the increasing demand for wireless capacity requires
deployments of small-cell BSs in order to maintain sufficient capacity, especially in
densely populated areas. This increases the number of overlapping cells. In addition,
MNOs maintain their own BS infrastructures overlapping with each other. Today,
utilization of BS infrastructures across multiple MNOs is not often possible. However, as
discussed, for example, by Ahmed et al. [45], a single MNO is not capable of fulfilling
all the demands of mobile users.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of network infrastructures.

This section discusses the challenges of mobile networking in a heterogeneous
network environment. In addition, the mobility protocols commonly used in intertechnology handovers and network management issues are considered.
2.1.1

Radio spectrum issues

The lack of a sufficient spectrum allocated for mobile broadband access already restricts
sufficient network deployments and brings challenges for mobility and resource management in networks. The cost of the spectrum allocated for the 3G and 4G networks has
soared in many countries, for example, through spectrum auctions. To mitigate the issue
of finite spectrum, dynamic spectrum access and spectrum sharing have been proposed.
However, in many countries regulation issues restrict practical implementations of
spectrum sharing mechanisms [13]. In the USA, regulatory authorities are adopting
spectrum sharing [46] and, for example, the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) has put forth initiatives regarding a shared spectrum in the TV white space [47]
and 3.5 GHz band [48]. Moreover, the European Commission is promoting shared use of
the spectrum [49]. A spectrum sharing trial utilizing an authorized shared access (ASA)
repository has been demonstrated in Finland [50]. The ASA concept is based on dynamic
management of spectrum sharing with the help of a geospatial database indicating
the areas that allow spectrum sharing. Section 3 of this dissertation introduces the BS
cell coverage area enhanced network information service, which can also facilitate
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the management of spectrum sharing, which is currently a big research issue in this
topic area. The ASA repository can be perceived as a special case of the coverage area
database, intended for managing the use and licensing of spectrum sharing.
Due to the limited spectrum, the use of Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM)
bands is becoming more popular also in commercial networks. WLAN, based on the
IEEE 802.11 family of standards, is widely adopted as the main standard operating
in the ISM bands, in the 2.4 GHz band and in the 5 GHz band. 3GPP has specified
interoperability with WLAN access points to LTE, allowing MNOs to move users
within the range of WLAN access points to WLAN networks [15]. As shown in Fig. 4,
trusted non-3GPP access points can be connected directly to the Packet Data Network
Gateway (P-GW, also referred as PDN-GW), which is the edge router connecting
external IP networks to the Evolved Packet System (EPS) of the LTE architecture
[51]. The Enhanced Packet Data Gateway (EPDG) can be used to connect un-trusted
non-3GGP-specified access networks such as WLAN and WiMAX to LTE’s core
network, called Evolved Packet Core (EPC). The non-3GPP access networks are
specified to only use packet delivery through a secure tunnel established between the UE
and the EPDG. In addition to the EDPG, a 3GPP Authentication, Authorization, and
Accounting (AAA) entity is added for un-trusted non-3GPP accesses. The AAA server
provides accessibility rules for network interoperability. In principle, MNOs should
have an agreement prepared for interworking. As the 3GPP specifications are backward
compatible, mobile devices in UMTS and GSM networks can also interoperate with
non-3GPP access networks. In addition to WLAN interoperability, 3GPP has begun
specifying a standard for proximity services that allow mobile devices to communicate
directly with each other without routing the traffic via a BS (eNodeB in LTE) [52].
WiMAX interworking with MNO-operated and external WLAN networks is specified
by the WiMAX Forum [53]. The architecture reference model introduces Signal
Forwarding Functions (SFFs) to support both WiMAX to WLAN and WLAN to
WiMAX single radio handovers, that is, BS switches when a mobile device can transmit
on only one radio at a time. The inter-technology mobility is handled by MIP and the
authentication is based on AAA in the WiMAX architecture [54]. Thus, interoperability
with WLAN access points and also 3GPP access technologies does not require any
particular architectural changes [55].
WLAN access points are inexpensive solutions for adding capacity to regions
observed as being the most resource-critical. However, because they operate on
unlicensed bands, the spectrum is already heavily occupied in many places, which can
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Fig. 4. 3GPP architecture for interoperability with non-3GPP access networks.

also result in low QoS. Moreover, as studied by Ylianttila et al. [56], in an integrated
cellular-WLAN environment, MNOs need to also consider location management as
part of mobility management, considering the coverage areas and the locations of
mobile devices. Switching between WLAN and cellular mobile networks can also
cause problems for end-users in terms of basic connectivity. A phenomenon especially
typical of 3G networks is that they drop the packet data context of a mobile device
when the data channel has been inactive for a duration defined by the MNO. Building
up the context can take seconds, which means the mobile device loses packet data
connectivity for this time. Thus, when the mobile device switches from WLAN back
to a cellular network, there will likely be a connection break in data transmission if
the mobile connection has not been prepared before the handover. Pentikousis et al.
[57] call this the first connection goodput phenomenon. In LTE, being based purely
on IP-level data communications, establishment of the data transmission context is
observed to be much faster. However, currently no extensive empirical evaluation of
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the first connection goodput phenomenon in LTE has been carried out. The increasing
exploitation of the Internet of Things (IoT) concept, with an ambition that everything
can be connected, over wireless networks brings new requirements also to this issue.
Future communications technologies must be able to start the data connection much
faster than the current technologies, even within milliseconds.
2.1.2

Mobility protocols

Mobility protocols aim to provide mobile devices with the ability to switch between
heterogeneous networks while sustaining end-to-end IP connectivity and keeping their
location updated. Within access networks, mobility is carried out in Layer-2, which
allows keeping Layer-3 (IP) sessions alive despite handovers. However, to efficiently
utilize the heterogeneous network environment with overlapping networks, only Layer-3
mobility protocols enable switching from one network domain to another. There are
several mechanisms and protocols that enable seamless macromobility, solving the
mobility management problem of allowing mobile devices to move from one network
domain to another or connect to them simultaneously with multihoming protocols.
Regarding Layer-3 mobility protocols, MIP and HIP have gained the widest popularity so far. Although HIP [58, 59] is not solely a mobility protocol, it also has
mechanisms for mobility support in and across IPv4 and IPv6 networks. HIP adds a
new Host Identity layer to the TCP/IP stack above the network layer. This layer allows
mapping of transport connections to Host Identifiers (HIs) instead of IP addresses. A HI
is a cryptographic key with a public and private key pair, providing also strong security
aspects to networking. Contrary to the IP address, the HI stays constant regardless of the
mobile device’s location. However, because MIP is currently more widely used than
HIP and also supported by state-of-the-art access technologies, it is introduced in more
detail in the following subsection.
Commonly used multihoming protocols are Stream Control Transport Protocol
(SCTP) [60], an enhancement of STCP called mobile SCTP (mSCTP) [61], and
multipath TCP (MPTCP) [62]. MPTCP, in particular, has recently attracted interest
among mobile device vendors, such as Apple. MPTCP supports splitting a TCP stream
over multiple TCP connections to be transmitted over multiple network interfaces
and paths. Multihoming protocols do not commonly support mobile device location
tracking, which can translate into problems in terms of their reachability from the
Internet. Nevertheless, Kellokoski et al. [63] have found that multihoming (SCTP) can
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improve handover performance significantly compared with traditional inter-access
technology handover solutions in the 3GPP EPS.
Despite the availability of the protocols, Layer-3 handover performance is much
affected by its control, as stated, for example, by Ahmed et al. [45]. None of the mobility
protocols themselves can cope with lossless and seamless handovers without intelligence
about decisions on when the handovers should be triggered and to where.
Mobile IP
MIP is a network layer mobility protocol specified for IPv4 [18] and IPv6 [64]. MIP
enables mobile devices to keep their IP connections alive while switching network
accesses. Without a mobility protocol, the IP address of the mobile device changes
when it connects to a BS of another network. However, MIP provides location tracking
for determining the current location of the mobile device whenever it is out of its home
domain. MIP solves the address problem by allocating two addresses to the mobile
device. A home address (HoA) is a permanent address through which the device can be
reached regardless of its current location. The HoA is assigned to the mobile device
from the IP address space of its home network. In addition, the mobile device has a
temporary care-of-address (CoA) assigned to it from the foreign network it is visiting.
The CoA specifies the actual network location of the mobile device when it is not
connected to the home network.
In MIPv4, there are two types of agents in the networks, namely a home agent (HA)
and a foreign agent (FA). The HA resides in the home network of the mobile device
and acts as an anchor point. The FA can be located in any network and it assists in
delivering the mobile device’s traffic when it is connected to the respective domain of
the FA. Essentially, MIPv4 consists of three separate mechanisms: agent discovery,
registration, and tunneling. The agent discovery mechanism allows finding FAs in the
networks. The registration mechanism enables the mobile device to register with the
FA in the visited foreign network. The tunneling mechanism, illustrated on the left in
Fig. 5, allows keeping the current network sessions between the mobile device and the
correspondent node (CN) active, despite switching between foreign networks. In some
MIP implementations, the FA functionality can be installed on mobile devices. In such
cases, the foreign networks the mobile devices connect to do not need to support MIP.
The functions of MIPv4 and MIPv6 differ slightly, but MIPv6 has many similarities
with MIPv4 in its basic structure and operation. For example, also in MIPv6, HA provides
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Fig. 5. MIPv4 and MIPv6 bi-directional tunneling.

tunneling mechanisms when the mobile device is located outside its home domain.
However, FAs are made useless in MIPv6 with basic mobility management procedures.
MIPv6-enabled mobile devices are capable of acquiring CoAs by themselves through
the IPv6 neighbor discovery process and the address auto-configuration mechanism.
Effectively, a MIPv6 mobile device can handle all MIPv4 FA functionalities, and as
illustrated on the right in Fig. 5, bi-directional tunneling is extended from the FA to the
mobile device. The communication can also happen directly between the mobile device
and CN through MIPv6 route optimization [65]. MIPv6 also introduces several other
improvements compared with MIPv4. As it is based on the IPv6 protocol, it provides
many salient features regarding mobility such as robust security through the IP security
(IPsec) protocols, automatic address configuration, and neighbor discovery and neighbor
unreachability detection. Naturally, the significantly larger address space of IPv6 is also
an important feature, which simplifies mobility management operations, especially the
assignment of CoA.
There are various amendments to MIP that, in addition to macromobility, also
provide many benefits for micromobility—mobility inside a single administrative
network domain. The fast handovers standard for MIPv4 [66] and MIPv6 [67] allows
reducing packet loss in the case of handovers because packets are forwarded to the
new BS before breaking the connection with the currently used one. A hierarchical
MIPv6 [68] extension to MIPv6 introduces an entity called Mobility Anchor Point
(MAP), which provides advantages with respect to signaling delays. In addition to
traditional MIP, Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [69] and an IPv4 extension to it (PMIPv4)
[70] have been specified for network-operated MIP mobility management. This allows
mobile devices to be not equipped with MIP capabilities, but a proxy mobility agent in
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the network—referred to as Local Mobility Anchor (LMA)—takes care of all MIP
signaling to mobile devices’ HAs. PMIP allows natural movement of Layer-3 mobility
management from end systems to networks. The PMIP solution is adopted by 3GPP
[71] and WiMAX Forum [54]. In WiMAX, intra-technology mobility between different
access service networks is also based on MIP.
Mobile IP handover performance has been evaluated in many studies, for example,
by Jokela et al. [29] and Luoto and Sutinen [31]. Luoto and Sutinen show that MIP
mobility performance can be significantly improved with cross-layer information that
indicates the condition of the network and link currently used. Handover triggering
according to network condition can decrease the time of observed disturbance for the
video service used by over 90%—down to a few seconds when the current access gets
congested—compared with the case where the handover is triggered only on the basis of
the received signal strength. Most commercial MIP solutions use signal strength as a
trigger for handovers. The authors do not use a standardized solution for collecting and
delivering network condition information, like IEEE 802.21. Moreover, they did not
study handover target discovery; the handover performance evaluation is based on the
availability of two WLAN access points. Handover target discovery plays an important
role in mobility management, as well. Cross-layer information-assisted handovers and
also MIP handover performance are discussed more in Section 2.3 of this thesis.
2.1.3

Network information collection

Network management must be able to detect functional errors in networks and interruptions in service. In addition, network management entities must find proper actions to
quickly recover back to the state that allows keeping the current applications of connected mobile devices satisfied. To enable quick reaction to problems, networks should
collect information extensively within the access network and also from connected
end systems. Moreover, this information needs to be disseminated for the network
management entities responsible for, for example, resource sharing and traffic routing.
Cross-layer information collection
Cross-layer information means information collected from different entities and protocol
layers [17]. When information is collected from multiple entities and layers, the
problems can be located better and appropriate recovery actions can be initiated. When
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considering the quality perceived by users, the most relevant parameters are related to
networks’ ability to transmit the required traffic within certain time limits specific to
applications. In case of inability to do so, the mobility management residing in either
the mobile devices or the networks needs to find a suitable alternative network and BS
for the mobile device whose applications are suffering from quality problems. However,
traffic priority management and adaptation can provide means to continue using the
current BS.
Generally, information collected from the PHY and MAC layers can express well the
condition of the wireless link between a mobile device and the serving BS. MAC-level
information can also be used to indicate the traffic load in BSs. However, PHY and
MAC information does not indicate application-level quality well. This quality can
be measured more accurately on the network level, but the most accurate information
about application quality can be measured at the application itself. Application-specific
feedback measured at the network level, or preferably also at the application level,
helps network management entities make more sophisticated decisions on transmission
policies in order to attempt to maximize the quality of various users and their applications
according to their importance and requirements.
MAC- and PHY-level parameter collection is often vendor- and access-technologyspecific, and parameter collection often requires proprietary solutions. For example,
WiMAX Forum does not specify any rules or recommendations for third parties
regarding collecting information from different network entities. However, 3GPP
has specified a vendor-independent way to measure the performances of different
network elements [72, 73]. The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), of
which the first version is specified in [74], is supported by many network devices of
different vendors for providing access to device parameters. The parameters supported
by an SNMP-enabled device are described by the Management Information Base
(MIB) [75], which is a hierarchical tree-database. Each parameter has a unique object
identifier (OID). To facilitate the use of SNMP among different devices, there are
plenty of Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)-managed Request for Comments
(RFCs) containing MIBs for different protocols and protocol layers. For example, RFC
2863 [76] specifies MIB for network interfaces, and RFC 4293 [77] relates to the IP
protocol. Piri and Pentikousis [78] present some common techniques for collecting
information from different network interfaces on Linux, namely from WLAN-, WiMAXand 3GPP-specified access technology network adapters. This information collection is
meant mainly for the mobile device side.
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Traffic measurement
IP traffic measurement is an access-technology-independent solution for monitoring
network performance and the QoS of applications. A single-point traffic measurement
does not allow monitoring of many parameters; only throughput and traffic type, such as
packet sizes and inter-packet delays with certain applications, can be reliably measured
from traffic flows with all transport protocols. When traffic measurement is performed
on multiple points, the measurable number of QoS parameters increases. In multipoint measurement, for example, packet losses, jitters, and delays (necessitating clock
synchronization between the measurement points) can be measured in to determine the
QoS. When multi-point measurement is link-specific and an extensive number of links
is measured, problem points in transmission chains can be easily recognized. On the
other hand, transmission chains over the Internet are often long and complex. Setting
the measurement points to traffic end-points allows monitoring of overall application
quality. However, in case of QoS problems, discovering the problem points in the
network path is difficult. Generally, if wireless networks are being used, they are still
commonly the bottlenecks in the transmission paths. Thus, the wireless links between
mobile devices and BSs are often the most meaningful paths to be measured. Setting the
measurement points at mobile devices and BSs (or a core network gateway) allows
monitoring of the QoS of individual users and also applications provided by the access
network. For example, the Qosmet tool [79] enables passive multi-point measurements
for measuring the traffic—also individual flows—between two points. Qosmet is based
on light-weight agents running in the measurement points, which connect with each
other to exchange measurement results and determine the QoS parameter values for the
traffic flows measured.
In order to estimate the quality perceived by users, also known as QoE, a variety of
application-specific models have been developed with user tests [38]. Although accurate
estimation of QoE requires information from applications, some of the models developed
are also able to perform quality estimations based on network QoS measurements
in real time. Example models suitable for this are International Telecommunication
Union - Telecommunication Standardization Sector’s (ITU-T) E-Model [80] and PseudoSubjective Quality Assessment (PSQA) [39], both tested with VoIP. Most automatic
quality evaluation models are developed for voice and video applications and perceive
packet loss and delay as the most important parameters [39, 81–83]. Many models
provide quantitative evaluation of the perceived quality mapped, for example, in the
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MOS range of 1-5. The value 4 on the MOS scale denotes good quality and the value 3
is typically the threshold below which users start perceiving quality as unacceptable.
The QoE estimation models are application-specific. Subjective quality estimation
based on network QoS measurements is found to be beneficial for many media applications. However, generalizing their scope of use can be problematic because, for example,
the error resilience and concealment methods of different decoders vary [84]. For
example, some decoders can hide bit errors better than others. Factoring in parameters
collected from applications improves the accuracy of quality estimation. Mechanisms
with which applications can also report their parameters for the network management
entity should be considered in the design of a cross-layer signaling framework. The
network resources, quality of ongoing service, and mobility can be optimized better
when both applications and the network measurement agents are able to report their
results. In addition to measurement results, the applications could also report their QoS
requirements directly to the network management entities.
Packet classification
The number of network services employed over the Internet is very large. As noted
earlier, different services and applications have different requirements for networks,
such as bitrate demand and maximum tolerated packet loss and delay levels. In order for
networks to classify traffic flows to different categories, different packet classification
methods have been developed. The most traditional classification method is UDP and
TCP port-based identification. Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) registers
service-specific port numbers and the corresponding protocols [85]. However, this
solution is not inclusive, because many services use non-standard port numbers. Another
solution is deep packet inspection (DPI), where many of the existing approaches look
into the application payload of the IP packet for possible application signatures [86]. To
be readily applicable to large MNO maintained networks, the signature-based solution
requires an extensive and frequently updated database for application signatures.
A two-phased traffic classification method has been studied by Hirvonen and
Laulajainen [87]. Different service types are first trained for the classifier. In the first
phase of the training, packet payload sizes and the direction of the traffic flow (uni- or
bi-directional) are identified. The second phase considers more traffic characteristics
such as average packet size, average packet inter-arrival time, and the packet ratio
between uplink and downlink. Each service is clustered based on the measured traffic
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characteristics by using the k-means clustering method. The traffic classifier captures all
packets, and when it recognizes a new flow, it starts the classification process for it. The
traffic features considered in both classification phases are calculated from the new
flow. The distances between each feature vector and cluster centroid are calculated to
find the service type. The cluster whose centroid is the closest determines the service
type. In the first phase of classification, the algorithm makes a fast classification based
on the first four packets. The second phase of the classification increases accuracy
through more traffic features. The benefit of this approach is that it can also be used
with encrypted traffic flows, where DPI is not applicable.
2.2

Cross-layer information services

In addition to academia, standardization bodies have also been interested in the possibilities of heterogeneous handovers in order to better utilize the existing network
infrastructure and mobile devices’ multiaccess capabilities. This section introduces
two standardized mechanisms that facilitate heterogeneous handover target discovery
and decision-making, namely IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover Services
and 3GPP ANDSF. Moreover, this section overviews other cross-layer event signaling
frameworks, which are mostly based on academic research.
2.2.1

Evaluation of IEEE 802.21 media independent handover services

The working group specifying the IEEE 802.21 standard was set up in 2004. The
objective of the standardization was to facilitate mobility in a heterogeneous network
environment composed of various access technologies. The base standard [27] was
ratified in 2008, and it was the first standardized solution to capitalize on the potential
of overlapping networks and enable seamless mobility between them. After the base
standard, three amendments have been published so far. Security extensions were
considered by Task Group a [88] and handovers with downlink-only technologies
(broadcasting technologies) were published in amendment b [89]. Task Group c
published an amendment concerning optimized single radio handover solutions [90].
The development of the standard and its amendments is active and currently Task Groups
d and m are being set up to specify group management solutions and to revise the current
base standard, respectively. Moreover, the IEEE 802.21.1 Task Group is developing
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handover and other services to be used in conjunction with the framework specified in
the base standard.
The scope of the standard is to provide mechanisms for building generic link layer
intelligence and disseminating information to upper layers such as mobility managers
and network applications for making mobility-related decisions. The standard supports
both mobile-initiated and network-initiated handovers. However, the mechanisms
for executing handovers and making handover decisions are beyond the scope of the
standard.
The general reference model of the IEEE 802.21 standard is illustrated in Fig. 6.
The MIH Function (MIHF) is the main entity of the IEEE 802.21 standard, which
basically comprises all the standard’s functionalities. It can be perceived as a technologyindependent logical entity that abstracts and interacts with Layer-2 and Layer-3. The
standard specifies Service Access Points (SAPs) towards MIH Users (MIHUs). MIHU
is a general term for abstracting mobility management functions related to the upper
layer protocols (Layer-3 and above). All the intelligence and mobility protocols are
implemented to MIHU and use MIH_SAP for MIHF services. This common interface for
the upper layers hides the access-technology-specific primitives. An access-technologyspecific MIH_LINK_SAP interfaces with the link layers of the MIHF entity. Interaction
between remote MIHF entities is carried out through MIH_NET_SAP over either a
Layer-2 or Layer-3 transport protocol. The communication is based on the MIH Protocol.
LLC_SAP is an access technology or operating-system-specific interface for controlling
logical link layer activity and is beyond the scope of the IEEE 802.21 specification.
The SAPs provide MIHU access to four services of MIHF:
1. Media Independent Event Service (MIES) enables event reporting from link layers
locally or from remote MIHF entities.
2. Media Independent Command Service (MICS) provides a set of commands for
MIHU to manage and control link layer behavior.
3. Media Independent Information Service (MIIS) allows querying for information
about the capabilities of nearby networks and their access points.
4. Service management allows finding remote MIHF entities within the current network
and making cooperation preparations such as registration and event subscriptions.
Events are often used as triggers to initiate handover procedures. The events specified
in the IEEE 802.21 MIES service are related to the link layers, indicating their current
operational and transmission status, providing notification of the current parameter
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Fig. 6. IEEE 802.21 general reference model.

values when the specified threshold is crossed, and notifying of a threat of imminent
connection loss. The events can be initiated by the local link layers or received from
a remote MIHF entity after a remote event subscription. MICS provides means for
configuring the link layer, but also defines commands for querying for a report of the
current link parameter values, setting the thresholds for different parameters, and making
event subscriptions. Like MIES, the MICS can also be used remotely between MIHF
entities.
MIIS facilitates handovers by providing mechanisms for discovering networks and
their BSs near the current geographical area of the inquirer. The information related to
the networks and BSs can be perceived as relatively static compared with the information
that can be queried through MICS and received through MIES. The MIIS information
elements specified in the standard comprise overall information about networks such as
cost and roaming partner information. The more network-specific information includes
access technology, IP configuration practices, and overall capabilities such as QoS
classes and mobility management support. BS-specific information provides information
about their locations, frequency bands, link and IP addresses, and system details.
The MIIS inquirer can send its current geographical location to the MIIS server in
the network. However, the standard does not specify how the networks and access points
near the inquirer are determined. Based on the information elements of the standard, this
can be done only by utilizing the BS location, access technology, and frequency band
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information. This issue is studied in Chapter 3 with a BS cell coverage area database,
which improves the determination of the BSs in range and vicinity of the inquirer.
MIIS information has been capitalized on to improve handover performance and
maintain knowledge of the network environment. Buiati et al. [91] present and evaluate
a hierarchical IEEE 802.21 architecture for the Media Independent Information Service
(MIIS). The basic hierarchical structure of its architecture is similar to the one presented
in Chapter 3. The coverage area information presented by the dissertation often requires
frequent database updates, posing additional challenges for the service architecture,
as well. The expected query load and the database update overhead argue for a more
centralized database solution at the MNO’s core network level, where a single or several
consistent database servers can handle queries without excessive query forwarding.
Christakos et al. [92] studied the potential of MIIS in order to improve Fast Mobile IPv6
(FMIPv6)-based handover performance through pre-authentication solutions based on
the MIIS information. Lim et al. [93] used MIIS to learn the WLAN channel list of the
access points near a mobile device in order to improve channel scanning through selective
scanning directed to particular channels only. Kim et al. [94] propose an enhanced
information service of the IEEE 802.21 MIIS, where mobile devices periodically report
their location, link condition, and timing information to the information service server.
The information service has the intelligence to assess the quality of mobile devices’
link condition and select a handover target for them. However, this solution blurs the
fundamental idea of network information services to act as entities that only store and
provide information about networks and BSs.
de la Oliva et al. [95] have extended the idea of IEEE 802.21 to beyond heterogeneous
handovers by presenting a concept of a Media Independent Service Layer (MISL). The
authors point out that all the IEEE 802.21 services are specified for mobility purposes
and argue that the biggest challenges of IEEE 802.21 for a wider scope of use are related
to mobile device centricity, the limited definition of lower layer abstractions, the limited
scope of the MIH_SAP definition, and mapping of the abstracted primitives to each
specific technology. Many of these claims are true. However, although the standard does
not define usage beyond handover scenarios, the standard does not restrict the use of
MIHF services to mobility purposes only. For example, using the MIP protocol for
device-to-device communication and the message exchange between network entities
that are not directly related to mobile devices is compliant with the standard, although not
directly stated so. The communication can be related to, for example, event exchanges.
For a more extensive set of different link-related operations, MICS should be amended
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to be able to make a larger scope of actions, as also proposed by de la Oliva et al. [95].
Nevertheless, for example, the Link_Action command specified in the standard has a
reservation for many other action commands to be specified in the future. The basic link
actions currently supported are, for example, powering on and off the link. In addition to
the above-mentioned challenges, the upper layer events, such as those related directly
to applications, are beyond the scope of the standard and limit the scope of usage of
IEEE 802.21. Moreover, enhancing the information service with the cell coverage area
information would allow utilization of the standard in a wider scope. These issues are
studied in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Implementation of IEEE 802.21
Prior to practical implementations, numerous studies pointed out the potential benefits
of IEEE 802.21 through simulations [96, 97]. Although commercial deployment of
the IEEE 802.21 framework still lies in the future, several implementation studies
have been reported in the public literature. Assumedly, the first extensive GNU/Linux
implementation of IEEE 802.21 is presented by Piri and Pentikousis [78]. They introduce
a prototype architecture and practical implementation aspects of the SAPs and message
constructions. The implementation is explored in scenarios of controlling Skype and
ROHC activity based on the MIES and MICS services. Dynamic control of ROHC
activity is discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Taniuchi et al. [98] introduce their
proof-of-concept realization of IEEE 802.21 for a network pre-authentication scenario
in order to prepare for an expected handover beforehand. Lee and Lim [99] use a
simplified implementation of IEEE 802.21 for enhancing handovers between 802.11
networks while using a VoIP service. However, they do not disclose any details about
the implementation.
Available open source MIH implementations include OpenMIH [100] and Open Dot
Twenty ONE (ODTONE) [101]. In addition to introducing ODTONE, Corujo et al. [101]
also present signaling overhead and processing times of the ODTONE implementation
with PMIPv6 handovers. The results show that in an IEEE 802.21-assisted handover,
most of the exchanged information belongs to the information service query (about 42
percent). The authors propose using filtering mechanisms for the information queries in
order to reduce the amount of information returned by the information service server.
The coverage area database enhancement introduced in Chapter 3 provides means for
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reducing this overhead further as the information queries can be better directed to the
most potential BSs only.
2.2.2

Triggering Framework

The Triggering Framework proposed by Mäkelä and Pentikousis [102] introduces a
triggering engine entity for managing flexible event delivery between network entities
and protocol layers. Fig. 7 illustrates the schematic of the Triggering Framework. The
central entity—triggering engine—later referred to as the TRG, provides coordinated
event delivery in the network. Event producers feed the TRG with events they have
registered to and the TRG provides these events to consumers subscribed to them. The
events are called triggers when delivered from the TRG to the subscribers. Hence, event
subscribers are called trigger consumers. Basically, the producers and consumers can
reside in any protocol layer in any network entity with access to an IP network. The
same entity can also use both the collection and delivery interfaces. TRGs can also
exchange events between themselves through a cascading property, allowing centralized
event delivery between entities in different networks in a distributed TRG deployment.
All these features make the Triggering Framework flexible for a variety of use scenarios.
Rules and policies of the TRG provide means for controlling and filtering event
delivery. For example, MNOs can restrict certain trigger distributions. Moreover, trigger
consumers may want to receive events only when a certain threshold has been crossed.
Filters can decrease the number of events delivered over the network significantly.
Similar rule-based event delivery has been introduced, for example, by Aktas et al.
[103].
The implementation of the Triggering Framework is presented by Mäkelä et al. [40]
together with an evaluation of its performance. The results show that the TRG can run
efficiently in small devices with very limited processing power. These results advocate
the deployment of the TRG to mobile devices in order to also handle internal cross-layer
signaling, as introduced in the signaling framework presented in Chapter 3. Internal
cross-layer signaling between each protocol layer within network entities and mobile
devices has also been presented by Aktas et al. [103] and Fu et al. [104]. However, they
do not clearly indicate how the signaling solutions presented can also be extended to
remote message exchange.
The problem of the Triggering Framework for large-scale and generic use is its event
message structure. Events are identified with their IDs, and the Type field defines the
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Fig. 7. Triggering Framework.

event more accurately. However, without a common definition of IDs, types, and value
formats, use is limited to specific use cases only. For instance, Torregoza et al. have
defined the primitives supported by their cross-layer architecture called COmmon Layer
Architecture (COLA) [105]. Depending on the protocol and technology, the values of
information can be expressed in different formats. In COLA, an abstraction entity is
introduced that converts different forms of information into a unified format. However,
when the number of information parameters supported by the cross-layer architecture is
high, the abstraction layer is too complex to be implemented.
2.2.3

Other cross-layer signaling frameworks

The standard-based IEEE 802.21 and researcher-based Triggering Framework are
exploited in the extensive cross-layer signaling architecture presented in this thesis.
However, there are other solutions, both standardized and research-level, that provide
similar basic signaling capabilities as these two frameworks. The ANDSF standard has
many similarities with the IEEE 802.21 standard. The researcher-based Distributed
Decision Engine (DDE) signaling solution is comparable to the Triggering Framework.
The IETF Next Steps in Signaling (NSIS) standard specifies a different path-signalingbased way to disseminate information in networks.
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3GPP Access Network Discovery and Selection Function
As a counterpart to IEEE 802.21, 3GPP has specified ANDSF from Release 8 on
[28, 106, 107]. ANDSF facilitates access network discovery and selection, also beyond
3GPP networks, in mobile devices using 3GPP-specified access technologies.
Mobile devices can query the ANDSF service to discover information about networks
within the range and vicinity. This network information service is very similar to the
MIIS of IEEE 802.21. However, ANDSF provides information related to network
selection rules through the Inter-System Mobility Policy (ISMP) and the Inter-System
Routing Policy (ISRP). The rules and policies allow MNOs to define preferences for
end-system-controlled network selections. ISMP prioritizes the access networks when
the mobile device is not capable of connecting to the EPC despite multiple accesses.
ISRP indicates how to distribute traffic among available accesses when the mobile
device is not connected to the EPC. Policies are beyond the scope of the IEEE 802.21.
Frei et al. [108] have studied the differences between IEEE 802.21 and 3GPP
ANDSF. Event and command services, essential in the IEEE 802.21, are beyond
the scope of ANDSF, but the 3GPP EPC has mechanisms to provide comparable
functionalities. The Policy and Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF) and the Bearer
Binding and Event Reporting Function (BBERF) provide event reporting functions
within the EPC network. EPC also has its internal command functionalities. However,
these are EPC-related functionalities only, and they do not cover remote events and
commands with non-3GPP access technologies.
Distributed Decision Engine
Based on the idea of the Triggering Framework, a DDE framework has been recently
developed and implemented [109]. DDE also implements a produce-subscribe type of
event delivery system but redesigns the overall architecture of the Triggering Framework.
The main design goal of DDE has been to facilitate decision-making in cognitive
networks. DDE provides an interface for algorithms making different kinds of decisions
regarding, for example, network load balancing. DDE has more sophisticated message
structures than the Triggering Framework, considering also message integrity and
authentication. Event caching with event validity times is also a new feature, which
improves decision-making by keeping all valid previous events available for algorithms.
However, the basic idea of cross-layer information delivery is similar to that of the
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Triggering Framework presented in this thesis for enhancing the IEEE 802.21 event
service.
Path signaling
Overall, the number of proposed signaling solutions is very large, but most of them are
based on information exchange between different layers and entities in the manner of
request-confirm and produce-subscribe. An NSIS protocol suite differs from many
cross-layer signaling solutions, as its fundamental idea is based on signaling paths,
not on signaling between specific entities [110, 111]. The IETF working group for the
NSIS was formed to update the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [112, 113] to
correspond to more general signaling services. The NSIS is architecturally divided into
two layers, one handling transport and the other signaling. General Internet Signaling
Transport (GIST) [114] was developed as the base transport protocol for NSIS.
The NSIS use cases are often related to configuring a data flow path between the
flow endpoints. For example, NSIS has been capitalized on in a programmable active
network system to signal all NSIS-capable routers between data paths to download a
module for handling data packets accordingly [115].
2.3

Mobility and traffic management

The previous sections presented the heterogeneous network environment together with
the protocols related to its utilization and the mechanisms with which cross-layer
information can be delivered between different protocol layers and entities. This section
focuses on introducing different solutions to improve the mobility of mobile devices
and resource usage in wireless networks, capitalizing on the protocols and techniques
presented previously. The dissemination of cross-layer information enables more
intelligent decisions on dynamic utilization of the solutions presented.
The scope of this thesis does not include examining where the decision-making
algorithms for the different solutions presented in this section should reside for optimal
performance. In principle, with the help of the extensive cross-layer signaling framework
presented in Chapter 3, the network management entities can reside anywhere in the
network. It also enables distribution of decision-making in networks, for example, so
that each BS is able to make decisions on its users and resource management.
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2.3.1

Handover triggers and target selection

Mobility decisions in wireless networks can be both mobile- and network-initiated,
depending on where the handover intelligence resides. The novel broadband access
technology standards typically support both handover types. In LTE, eNodeB typically
triggers handovers [116]. In mobile WiMAX (based on IEEE 802.16e), the handover
decisions can be made by either the mobile device or the network [117].
Handovers in today’s wireless access networks are typically triggered based on
signal strength measurements on the mobile device side. For example, according
to Khattab and Alani’s [118] survey about IEEE 802.21 enhanced inter-technology
handovers, most studies published use indication of the received signal strength as the
basis for handovers. Handovers triggered by signal strength bring many challenges
to future network environments, being composed of a large number of different sized
cells. Handovers between femtocell and macrocell have been studied by Bai et al. [119]
and Chowdhury et al. [120]. Both studies note the challenge of optimizing mobility
with short-range femtocells. The short range of femtocells and the substantial number
of cells close to each other compared with macrocells cause problems in terms of
the number of handovers and handover target selection. Wang et al. [121] propose
an algorithm for LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) heterogeneous networks and observe that
the conventional strongest signal cell selection scheme is not always the optimal cell
selection scheme in terms of load balancing, especially when there are smaller cells,
such as picocells, available. Wang et al. [122] propose a handover algorithm that
considers the BS coverage area for different data rates. However, they only estimate the
high-speed range from signal power. Chapter 3 presents the advantage of a network
information service with a consistent BS coverage area database for cell selection.
The transformation from signal-strength-based handover triggers to QoS-driven
mobility management has also been of great interest, especially in academia. Current
signal-strength-based mobility management can bring problems regarding QoS/QoE
when networks with varying capabilities overlap. For example, if a mobile device
switches to a 2G network with high signal strength even though the overlapping 3G
network could still provide a sufficient data rate despite low signal strength, many of the
currently most used mobile applications suffer from substantial quality degradation (e.g.
basic web browsing). This can even make some applications unusable. Many of the
new handover triggers are based on an estimation of available bandwidth [123, 124]
and QoS estimation based on signal quality [125, 126]. The available bandwidth is too
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complex to be estimated reliably and active maximum throughput measurements prior
to handovers is not efficient resource-wise. Moreover, available bandwidth does not
betoken QoS well as it neglects delay and packet loss parameters. Signal strength does
not give a reliable indication of QoS, either. The signal quality metric, factoring in the
interference level, can help in estimating QoS, but, due to congestion, QoS can be poor
even in very good signal conditions. Typically, only very low signal qualities can be
utilized reliably in QoS assessment, to indicate low QoS. Moreover, the signal quality
thresholds that result in low QoS differ between different access technologies and mobile
devices. This makes it an even more difficult QoS parameter. Thus, QoS-driven mobility
requires monitoring of the QoS/QoE of current traffic flows and using this information
in mobility decision-making. The QoS of ongoing traffic flows can be measured in real
time, as discussed in Section 2.1.3. IEEE 802.21 supports using quality reports about the
link condition as the basis for handover decisions, similarly as presented in Chapter 3
for dynamic traffic adaptation. As presented earlier, Triggering Framework-facilitated
BS traffic-load-driven mobility management has been studied by Luoto and Sutinen
[31]. However, they did not monitor the quality of the application used in mobility
management, which could result in even better mobility performance.
Handover procedures are becoming increasingly seamless. The next generation of
wireless networks aims to fulfill the requirements of the International Telecommunication
Union - Radiocommunication Sector’s (ITU-R) International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) -Advanced [127]. According to the requirements, handover interruption
time—i.e., the time the mobile device is not able to exchange user plane packets
with any BS—for an intra-frequency handover is specified as a maximum of 27.5
milliseconds (ms). In inter-frequency handovers within the current spectrum band
and between different bands, maximum sustainable delays are specified as 40 ms
and 60 ms, respectively. These handover delay limits are specified for intra-system
handovers. Heterogeneous inter-system handovers are not subject to these limits, but the
requirement specifies that inter-system handovers with at least one other IMT system
shall be supported. However, mobility studies that compare different MIPv6 protocols
show that, especially with predictive FMIPv6 and Fast PMIPv6 (connected to the
handover target before breaking the current connection), inter-technology handovers
can be executed within the ITU-R handover delay limits [30, 128, 129]. Although the
handovers can be carried out fast, each handover adds to signaling in the network. The
number of handovers and the amount of handover-related signaling data is expected
to increase significantly as the average cell size decreases substantially. This brings
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handover target selection new challenges of avoiding unnecessary and non-optimal
handovers. In addition, each handover poses a risk of packet loss, especially when
carried out at Layer-3. The coverage area database presented in Chapter 3 can help
mobility management entities find the most suitable handover targets for mobile devices.
Without any information service, handover target selection needs to be based only on
scanning of different bands and signal strength measurement.
2.3.2

Traffic adaptation to improve network resource usage

This section presents solutions for traffic adaptation in the context of video streams. In
addition, this section introduces ROHC and packet aggregation techniques that can
improve traffic efficiency when a large number of small packet traffic flows traverses a
BS.
TCP traffic with its congestion avoidance [130] and control [131] mechanisms
provides means for scaling the data rate of traffic flows according to network conditions.
However, the TCP data rate control does not take application quality and requirements
into account. For example, many re-transmissions in real-time TCP video streams with
short video buffers can cause playout stalls. Moreover, especially many real-time media
applications use the light-weight UDP transport protocol, which provides nothing for
the service reliability of traffic flows. Thus, in order to decrease their resource demand,
many media applications are developed to be dynamically adaptable in the middle of
streaming. This adaptation should not affect the usability of the associated service. Thus,
adaptation works only with applications which support adaptation mechanisms that
adjust the data rate of the respective traffic flows.
Audio and video adaptation can, overall, be carried out through codec changes,
that is, transcoding the media with another codec with different capabilities. However,
transcoding schemes are not feasible for integration into access networks. They require
excessive processing in order to enable dynamic traffic adaptation according to varying
network and wireless link conditions. In addition to transcoding, dynamic adjustment of
encoding parameters, using multiple representations of the same content (pre-encoded
data), or utilization of scalability features allow changing the data rate dynamically.
Scalability in the audio and video context means that the media can be recovered by
decoding only a portion of the decoded bitstream. In video streaming, SVC technology
provides dynamic scalability features and was selected as the video coding technology
in order to study and demonstrate dynamic video traffic adaptation in this thesis.
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SVC enables adaptation both at the video server and in network entities performing
transmission scheduling, such as the MAC layers in BSs and also in clients. Thus,
packet-based priority management in access networks is possible with SVC, unlike with
video streams that can be adapted only through adjustment of encoding parameters
or availability of multiple representations of the content. For these video streams,
flow-based priority management with QoS classes introduced in Section 2.3.3 can be
applied.
Scalable video coding
SVC is a scalability extension of the H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding) video coding
standard, specified in Annex G of H.264/AVC [132]. SVC provides bitrate and device
capability adaptation, thus being an appropriate coding standard for heterogeneous networks with different network and mobile device capabilities. SVC allows layered video
encoding, where each bitstream consists of a base layer and one or several enhancement
layers [22]. The base layer is backward compatible with H.264/AVC encoding. Thus,
the video is decodable also by devices that cannot decode the enhancement layers.
SVC supports scalability in three dimensions. First, temporal scalability allows
dropping of complete pictures from the bitstream, affecting the video frame rate.
Second, spatial scalability enables video encoding in multiple spatial resolutions. The
third dimension is quality or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scalability, which impacts
quality through encoding at different levels of fidelity. A combination of these three
characteristics forms a layer. The layer structure of SVC is hierarchical, where the
enhancement layers use the base layer as a reference. For example, if temporal scalability
is divided into three layers, the base layer has the temporal layer identifier 0, the first
temporal enhancement layer has the identifier of 1 and the second enhancement layer,
identifier 2. Each layer can have a combination of temporal, spatial, and quality
scalability identifiers starting from 0 in the base layer. Based on this hierarchical
structure and identifier information, the layers can be dropped for scalability.
As AVC, an SVC bitstream passed to lower layers for transmission consists of a
sequence of network abstraction layer (NAL) units that carry the coded video data. NAL
units can be considered as video packets of varying size. Each NAL unit contains a
one-byte-long header indicating the type of data included in the payload part. The NAL
units are divided into video coding layer (VCL) NAL units and non-VCL NAL units.
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While the VCL NAL units include the coded slices of the video or a partition of that, the
non-VCL NAL units carry important additional information for decoding [22].
The SVC video streaming considered in this thesis uses a RTP/UDP/IP protocol
stack. RTP [32] is specified for carrying time-dependent media across an IP network.
The payload format of RTP for the SVC bitstream is specified in RFC 6190 [133]. RTP
adds the RTP payload header on top of the NAL Unit header and allows access to the
SVC payload data already at the RTP layer [134]. One RTP payload can include one
NAL unit, several aggregated small NAL units, or a fragment of a large NAL unit. The
SVC streaming considered in this thesis does not utilize the RTP Control Protocol
(RTCP) [135, 136] for monitoring and controlling the RTP stream. Instead, the event
delivery provided by the Triggering Framework is used to unify the feedback signaling
solutions between different applications.
Video adaptation with cross-layer information
Overall, the goal of traffic adaptation is to adjust the data rate of traffic flow according
to varying network conditions and transmission resources. In order to know when
adaptation is required, the adapting entities, such as a BS MAC, should have knowledge
about the current quality of the associated applications adapted. The entities that can
provide sufficient input for adaptation decision-making are, for example, a traffic QoS
measurement agent, such as Qosmet, the application itself, or both of these entities. A
critical factor in video adaptation is an effective measurement and estimation method for
evaluating and monitoring video quality [137].
Video adaptation techniques can be classified into three types; data rate adaptation,
adaptation to delay, and adaptation to packet loss [138]. Data rate adaptation attempts to
fit the video stream to the capacity the network is capable of providing. Thus, this video
adaptation type is considered in this thesis. The delay and packet loss adaptations are
related to buffer lengths, and error resilient coding and error concealment techniques,
respectively. The data rate adaptation considered in this dissertation is performed at
the video server (source adaptation) and in the MAC layer of the serving BS. Source
adaptation takes the whole transmission path between the server and the client into
account in the adaptation, while the MAC layer adaptation mechanisms carried out in
the access networks consider only a single hop.
Because the adaptation in the source is often carried out in the video server
application, the video packets that can be dropped for data rate adjustment are known.
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However, in MAC-level adaptation, it is not feasible to implement the MAC layer packet
classifier to inspect the video packet type from the RTP header or even from the payload.
Typically, packets are classified according to their IP header. Thus, the type of service
(ToS) field in the IPv4 header and the Traffic Class field in the IPv6 header are, in
principal, the only means for identifying the different types of video packets in networks
without going to RTP header and packet payload inspection.
Video data rate adaptation in the MAC layer can be carried out through packet
prioritization and scheduling, where packets not critical for decodability are dropped
instead of random packet dropping. Overall, SVC video adaptation carried out in
the MAC layer has been studied in numerous papers. The IEEE 802.11 Enhanced
Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) [139, 140] QoS mechanism has been the basis for
many of the SVC MAC layer adaptation solutions proposed [141–143]. Juan et al. [144]
propose a design for the mobile WiMAX MAC layer that better supports the adaptation
of an SVC-encoded bitstream. Nevertheless, none of these papers address how video
adaptation can be triggered on dynamically and exploit the capabilities of IEEE 802.21,
such as the parameters report event, as shown in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The SVC
adaptation with a modified IEEE 802.11 EDCA MAC proposed by Sutinen et al. [145]
exploits the same algorithm for triggering the SVC adaptation processes dynamically as
that introduced in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
In source adaptation, the available throughput in the path between the video server
and client needs to be estimated or measured. Active measurements add excessive traffic
loads to networks, decreasing the effective capacity of current applications. Moreover,
the available throughput may rapidly change. Thus, different algorithms for evaluating
path performance for the rate control purposes of UDP traffic have been developed. One
of the most common rate control algorithms is TFRC [35, 36], which can be used for
congestion control. The data rate T (B/s) can be calculated using the TFRC equation
(Equation 1):
s
q
T= q
2p
2
R 3 + tRT 0 (3 3p
8 )p(1 + 32p )

(1)

where p is packet loss rate (%), s is packet size (B), R is round trip time (RTT) in
seconds (s) and tRT 0 is a TCP retransmission timeout value (s). Implementation of this
equation with precise and timely values is difficult in practice. For example, packet sizes
may vary in the same traffic flow, RTT has variation when sent over the Internet, and
having a timely packet loss rate, for example, from the client side, is not practically
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feasible in today’s networks without application-specific solutions. The end-to-end QoS
measurement introduced in Section 2.1.3 can help determine the required parameters.
Moreover, the extensive cross-layer signaling architecture introduced in this thesis
allows the client side to feedback the packet loss. However, as Kofler et al. [146] point
out, estimation values can be used for some parameters, instead of real measured ones.
ROHC
ROHC is currently the most common protocol for compressing network protocol headers,
supported by the 3GPP LTE [147] and IEEE 802.16 WiMAX [148] specifications.
ROHC bases compression on the redundancy of the headers. Network protocol headers
include many fields that do not change during a traffic flow’s duration, or their change
is rare or predictable. Removing these fields from most of the packets by exploiting
dependencies and the predictability of the other fields can significantly reduce the total
header size, depending on the profile and mode used. ROHC profiles have been specified
for many protocol combinations. Compression profiles for RTP/UDP/IP, UDP/IP, and
Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP)/IP are specified in IETF RFC 3095 [37] and
later amended in IETF RFC 5225 [149], known as ROHCv2. A profile for TCP/IP is
specified in IETF RFC 4996 [150] and amended in IETF RFC 6846 [151].
To be able to decompress the ROHC headers, the receiving side keeps track of the
context of every sender. Each context includes relevant information from previously
received headers and other data describing each packet flow, enabling construction
of the original headers. Static header information is basically sent only during the
flow’s initialization phase, when the compressor sends Initialization and Refresh (IR)
packets. Compressed packets are sent once the compressor is confident enough that
the decompressor has sufficient context basis to be able to process the compressed
packets. In the first version of ROHC, distinctive unidirectional and bidirectional
modes were defined. In ROHCv2, transmission is unidirectional until the decompressor
sends feedback to request repair of its context through IR packets. After the feedback
channel is used for the first time, the compressor assumes that the decompressor will use
feedback also in the future to request refreshment of the context. In the unidirectional
phase, the compressor sends the context refreshment packets when it is not confident that
the current state of the decompressor’s context information is sufficient for processing of
the compressed packets.
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The compression ratios depend on the state of the compressor’s confidence about the
decompressor’s context and the profiles and message types used. Table 1 shows the
ROHC gain in terms of transmitted bytes for a protocol combination introduced by
RTP/UDP/IPv4, which with a UO-0 packet type can be even just two bytes. In VoIP
packets, where the payload size is typically a few tens of bytes, the header data can
more than double packet size.
Table 1. Calculation of ROHC gain in terms of transmitted bytes with the RTP/UDP/IPv4
protocol stack.
Payload (B)

IP Pkt Size (B)

Header Data per
Pkt

ROHC Pkt Size (B)ROHC gain

20

60

66%

22

63%

40

80

50%

42

48%

100

140

29%

102

27%

200

240

66%

202

16%

500

540

16%

502

7%

1450

1490

3%

1452

3%

In practice, ROHC gain with very small IP packets, often constituted of VoIP
conversations, is measured to be less than 10% [21, 42], despite the significant gain
calculated in Table 1 in terms of transmitted bytes. The main reasons behind the fact
that performance gain is not more impressive than a few percent with VoIP are related to
the non-optimal scheduling of small packets in current wireless broadband networks and
the MAC protocol header overhead per packet. Making small packets even smaller does
not, therefore, bring notable performance enhancement. Packet aggregation presented in
the next subsection describes techniques used to bundle several IP packets into one IP
packet.
Because ROHC is a processing-intensive algorithm, it can limit the overall computational capacity of BSs. Each context requires memory in both sides and compressing/decompressing is carried out for each packet. ROHC is traditionally used in BSs
with software implementations. Compression and decompression times vary depending
on the implementation, protocol stack profile, and hardware setting of the measurement
board. Overall, the compression and decompression times can range between 10 - 190
microseconds (µs) [152, 153]. Thus, ROHC is not likely to incur processing issues with
a small number of flows. However, when the number of compressed flows is several
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tens or even hundreds, processing is likely to affect the overall performance of the BS,
especially when the compression times are above 100 µs. Nevertheless, the bigger issue,
as studied by Al-Obaidi et al. [153], is related to memory usage. Each compressed and
decompressed packet requires accessing memory. To overcome the processing demand
of ROHC, Al-Obaidi et al. propose using a hardware solution in order to increase
processing capacity. Moreover, the performance gain of ROHC varies between traffic
flows with different sized packets. These claims argue for a dynamic ROHC operation
on the BS side, where ROHC is taken into consideration when the need for performance
enhancements arises. In addition, to overcome the issue with additional memory and
processing requirements, it is anticipated that ROHC is most beneficial when directed
only to flows where the gain is the most obvious. Chapter 3 discusses this matter more.
Packet aggregation
Packet aggregation is a mechanism where multiple packets are bundled into one
transmitted packet. When packet aggregation is performed for IP packets, the lower
layer protocol overhead for each transmitted packet can be decreased.
Packet aggregation can basically be done on three levels: at the application, network,
and link level. The higher the level where aggregation is carried out, the better is the
improvement in performance. Thus, this thesis focuses more on the application and
network layer aggregation mechanisms, presented by Pentikousis et al. [21]. These
mechanisms also provide an access-technology-independent solution. Fig. 8 illustrates
application-level aggregation in the context of a VoIP transmission. Bundling several
voice samples into a single RTP packet is explicitly allowed by the RTP specification.
The application-level aggregation scheme provides an end-to-end solution without the
need to have intermediate aggregators in the BSs. Moreover, the same RTP/UDP/IP
protocol headers can be used for many samples, which is not possible when aggregation
is done in lower layers. If we consider a G.723.1 codec with a 24-octet-long voice
frame and append the RTP, UDP, and IPv4 headers, consisting of 12, 8, and 20 bytes,
respectively, to the payload, the total actual IP packet size is 64 bytes. If two samples
are bundled, the total packet size is only 88 bytes, in contrast to 128 bytes with two
distinct IP packets.
The network-level aggregation scheme is illustrated in Fig. 9. Bundling packets at
the network level requires inserting an IP protocol header that allows routing of the
aggregated packets to the entity that parts the packets back to the original ones. This
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Fig. 8. Application-level packet aggregation for VoIP (modified from [21]).

Fig. 9. Network-level packet aggregation for VoIP (modified from [21]).

entity is referred to as a performance enhancement proxy (PEP) [21]. A network-based
aggregation mechanism allows bundling of packets from one or multiple traffic flows
and the aggregation is practicable over multiple hops.
The MAC layers of recently standardized wireless access technologies can aggregate
several IP packets into one MAC protocol data unit (PDU) containing a MAC header
and one or several service data units (SDUs) [154]. However, typically the MAC header
is inserted in front of each SDU (for example, IP packet) and this overhead related to
each packet incurs overall capacity degradation. In theory, if MAC-level aggregation is
performed similarly to the PEP solution presented above—except for having the PEP
header because the packet is transmitted over a single hop only—performance can be
even better than that attained with network-level aggregation. The packets to be bundled
need to belong to the same recipient in this case.
Ruuska et al. [155] report WiMAX MAC efficiency simulations with different
size MAC PDUs carrying an IP packet or some other upper layer protocol unit. It
has been observed that PDU size has a drastic impact on both uplink and downlink
capacity. MAC efficiency can be perceived as poor when the PDUs are shorter than 100
bytes. In addition to packet size, uplink MAC efficiency is much decreased when the
number of clients becomes larger. However, the persistent scheduling introduced in
IEEE 802.16m [156], and supported also by LTE [157], brings clear improvement to
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the MAC scheduling issue by providing persistent resource allocations and decreasing
control signaling overhead [158].
Based on the measurement studies of packet aggregation and ROHC over WiMAX
networks and the simulated WiMAX performance, it can be observed that the advertised
effective capacity of wireless links can only be attained with flows composed of large
packets [21, 42, 155]. The public literature lacks comprehensive empirical measurement
studies on capacity degradation with small packets over 3G, LTE, and LTE-A. Contrary
to the 2G and 3G access technologies, the LTE network is purely packet switched, which
means all voice traffic is transmitted over the same shared transport channel along with
other data. However, the smaller the SDUs are, the more pronounced is also the LTE
MAC protocol overhead per each SDU [159]. Puttonen et al. [160] have observed via
simulations that bundling several VoIP packets into one PDU passed to the PHY for
transmission in the LTE downlink can provide more than 50% gain in terms of VoIP
capacity.
The performance improvement of packet aggregation with small IP packets is
apparent. Typically, a single VoIP packet carries an audio sample containing voice
fragments in the range of 10-60 ms, depending on the codec [161]. This puts restrictions
on VoIP aggregation when sequential packets from the same flow are being bundled. For
example, if the voice sample lasts 30 ms, the first packet waiting for the aggregation
process bundling three samples suffers at least 60 ms of additional delay. According to
the ITU-T recommendation [162], some users perceive VoIP conversations unsatisfactory
when the mouth-to-ear delay exceeds 300 ms. Due to the additional delays for packet
transmission, packet aggregation is recommended to be used only when the need for
performance improvement emerges.
2.3.3

Traffic priority management

Mobile users and their services have varying importance in terms of network resource
usage. MNOs often prioritize mobile users according to their subscription profile. As
discussed earlier in this thesis, different applications have varying demands for the
QoS networks can provide. In UDP-based real-time services, a decrease in QoS may
immediately be perceived by the user. However, a user who, for example, downloads a
large file over a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
may not observe any intolerable interruption in service quality with the same QoS
decrease.
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Traffic-priority- and QoS-class-based packet scheduling schemes have been implemented in basically all novel broadband wireless systems such as LTE [157], WiMAX
[148, 156], and WLAN [139, 140]. Many QoS classes of the advanced access technologies (for example, WiMAX and LTE) are defined to guarantee real-time media
transmission, which often constitutes a challenging traffic mix for wireless networks.
The parameters that sophisticated QoS classes typically consider are priority, data rate,
delay, and packet loss. In WIMAX networks, all wireless connections are controlled
by BSs. Thus, MAC layer QoS classes have been implemented also in commercially
available equipment. This has not been the case with 3G equipment. One of the major
problems in the 3G QoS framework has been that QoS class selection was too complex
due to the mobile-device-controlled set-up process. By simplifying both the selection of
a proper QoS class and the set up procedure in later releases, the use of QoS in LTE
networks has become more straightforward and, hence, more attractive for MNOs.
Of the standardized solutions, the WiMAX-related QoS class Real-time Polling Service (RtPS) [148] is considered in this thesis. RtPS is defined for real-time applications
with variable packet sizes and bursty traffic, which often translates to video transmission.
The mandatory guaranteed QoS parameters associated with RtPS are minimum reserved
traffic rate, maximum sustained traffic rate, and maximum latency.
Piri et al. [163] did an empirical study on streamed online gaming over WiMAX
with QoS classes. RtPS is used in uplink scheduling and a proprietary packet scheduling
scheme based on the weighted fair queuing technique is used in the downlink. The same
scheduling schemes are used in Paper V of this thesis. The results clearly show that
without prioritized scheduling the gaming experience slumps quickly when a wireless
link is injected by competing traffic. Online gaming where user commands are sent
in the uplink and the game’s graphics commands are streamed in the downlink poses
many challenges for wireless networks, as the overall gaming experience is based on
strict delay constraints in both the uplink and the downlink. When the capacity of a
WiMAX link is exceeded, transmission delays grow substantially. Also Wodarz et al.
[164] observed that WiMAX QoS classes are very helpful for real-time services during
congestion.
The differentiated access of IEEE 802.11 to the wireless media is handled on
the basis of traffic type priorities, such as in the IEEE 802.11aa standard [139]. For
example, the IEEE 802.11 EDCA QoS mechanism specifies four access categories,
namely, background, best effort, video, and voice. In addition to the traffic type
priority management of EDCA, enhancements for SVC video streaming that also
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consider packet-based priorities have been proposed [141, 142, 145]. Packet-based
priority management is often complex to be performed with most network applications.
Differentiated Services (DiffServ), for example, provides different forwarding priorities
for IP packets through assured forwarding (AF) classes [165]. Although DiffServ is not
widely supported, its basic principles can be applied to QoS-driven packet scheduling in
wireless access networks, too. However, more critical is that applications indicate the
priority of individual packets in the IP header, as presented earlier in Section 2.3.2.
High-level protocol header or packet payload inspection to determine the importance of
individual packets is not reasonable to be performed in BSs. Moreover, only flow-based
priority management, when appropriately handled, may often result in a satisfying
situation in congested networks.
As a basic feature of all wireless communication, the radio channels are bound
to change over time. The users move and change BSs. The traffic load level can
vary highly in networks. Moreover, QoS requirements also vary between applications.
Thus, choosing fixed minimum allocations for different services is likely not enough to
achieve optimized performance with the QoS classes. Chapter 3 presents a solution for
exploiting traffic priorities and QoS scheduling classes dynamically according to the
application’s importance, type, and QoS.
2.4

Summary

This chapter described the concept of heterogeneous networks. Mobility management is
a widely studied topic in utilizing heterogeneous networks. In addition, this chapter
presented different solutions that can improve the usage of wireless transmission
resources.
Overall, mobility management can be carried out in Layer-2 and Layer-3. Layer-2
mobility is often handled by the access technology used and mobility happens within the
current network domain. Layer-3 mobility protocols enable mobile devices to move
between different network domains. Currently, MIP is the most commonly used Layer-3
mobility protocol. It enables mobile devices to switch between different access networks
with the support of the anchor entity (HA) in the home network. However, multipath
protocols, such as MPTCP, are becoming more popular. They allow splitting of a traffic
flow for simultaneous transmissions over multiple network interfaces.
Cross-layer information commonly refers to information that is collected from
different entities and protocol layers. Information collected from multiple layers
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and entities enables better monitoring of the network’s condition and the quality of
applications traversing the network. The objective quality of applications can be
estimated through network traffic measurements with different QoS parameters. Some
application-specific quality models also allow estimation of QoE based on measured QoS
parameters such as packet loss, delay, and jitter. However, network traffic measurements
do not always indicate application quality well enough. In some cases, parameters
related to application quality received directly from the application layer can be helpful.
The number of different network applications used today is large. Classification of
traffic flows to different service categories is needed in order to be able to evaluate their
QoS requirements in networks. Commonly used methods are based on port number
identification and the DPI technique. However, a more advanced technique is to identify
traffic flow characteristics and compare them with the data of different applications the
classifier has been trained with.
IEEE 802.21 is the first widely cited standard that facilitates mobility between
networks based on different access technologies. Enablers of inter-access technology
mobility, such as MIP, have been available before IEEE 802.21. The three main services
of the standard comprise event dissemination, command service, and information service.
The event service of IEEE 802.21 (MIES) supports only Layer-1 and Layer-2 events
and parameters. The command service (MICS) provides means for managing and
controlling link layer behavior. The information service (MIIS) provides information
about networks and BSs near a mobile device. This information can be used to assess
potential handover target candidates according to their overall capabilities. The 3GPPspecified ANDSF has the same basic ojective as IEEE 802.21, namely to facilitate the
utilization of heterogeneous access networks. ANDSF also provides an information
service, comparable to MIIS.
In order to provide more flexible and extensive signaling capabilities, the Triggering
Framework has been developed. It is based on the produce-subscribe type of information
delivery. The TRG of the Triggering Framework manages event delivery between event
producers and consumers that can reside anywhere in the network.
Cross-layer information can help wireless networks improve mobility management
and traffic management. Handovers in today’s wireless access networks are typically
initiated on the basis of signal strength measurements. However, signal strength does
not indicate the QoS of applications well, much less QoE. Mobility management can
be improved with quality-driven mobility decisions enabled by cross-layer signaling
solutions. Some applications, such as SVC video, support data rate adaptation. SVC
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is based on a layered structure where only the base layer is required for successful
decoding of a video. This means that the data rate can be adapted by dropping packets
carrying enhancement layers. Without cross-layer information, adaptation decisions are
difficult to carry out.
Each IP packet carries tens of bytes of header data. The size depends on the network
protocols used. The proportion of header data in relation to application data can often
be significant. This is especially the case with VoIP, where the application payload
can be even less than the size of header data. Small packets have also been observed
to result in decreased capacity performance in wireless BSs. ROHC is supported by
many state-of-the-art access technologies as it enables compression of network headers
down to only a few bytes. Packet aggregation that bundles multiple packets into one
has also been studied in order to mitigate the negative impact of small packets on the
effective capacity of BSs. Both solutions are processing-intensive techniques, which
means it is not preferable to use them all the time but only when the need is detected.
Moreover, ROHC and packet aggregation are more beneficial for small size packets than
large packets. Thus, identification of traffic flows where they are most advantageous is
needed.
Traffic priority management is supported by state-of-the-art access technologies
such as WiMAX and LTE. However, the QoS classes defined in these technologies are
not widely exploited in commercial networks. Most advanced QoS classes provide QoS
guarantees for the applications defined. However, it is common to use fixed resource
allocations for certain application types in the configurations of QoS classes. It is likely
that these minimum allocations are not sufficient for all traffic flows. Thus, in order to
optimize the benefits of QoS classes, adjustment of QoS class definitions needs to be
carried out dynamically according to the requirements of current applications.
The next chapter introduces the original publications of this dissertation. The
publications provide solutions for the mentioned limitations in cross-layer signaling,
mobility management, and traffic management.
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3

Summary of the original papers

This chapter describes the original publications in detail and addresses the research
questions presented in Section 1.2. The chapter begins with an introduction to IEEE
802.21 and enhancements proposed to it in order to enable extensive and flexible crosslayer event delivery. Section 3.2 presents the results obtained with the proposed crosslayer signaling framework regarding mobility management, traffic priority management
and traffic efficiency.
3.1

Novel solutions to improve IEEE 802.21 capabilities

The first research question of this thesis relates to the mechanisms and possibilities
of mobile devices and network management entities to collect cross-layer information dynamically in order to improve the mobility and resource usage of wireless
communications. Papers I-III contribute to this research area and answer to question.
3.1.1

Capabilities and limitations of IEEE 802.21

Paper I presents the IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover (MIH) Services with
various illustrative use cases that highlight the benefits of employing MIH services in
heterogeneous networks. IEEE 802.21 provides a framework for discovering networks
within range efficiently and executing intelligent heterogeneous handovers based on the
networks’ respective capabilities and current link conditions. The IEEE 802.21 standard
specifies two essential services for information collection and delivery, namely MIES
and MIIS. In addition, MICS enables retrieval of the current values of different link
parameters, also.
Currently, wireless mobile devices typically listen for beacons and network announcements in different frequency bands, and then associate with one or possibly
more suitable BSs. As the number of cellular bands and IEEE 802.11 access points
rapidly increases and if multiple network operators share their BS infrastructures, this
scanning model is no longer efficient. The ability of mobile devices to know their
precise geographic location can be exploited in finding BSs in their vicinity. MIIS
allows mobile devices to query for available network and BS options within range while
using their currently active access network. MIIS defines a set of information elements
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(IEs) which are useful for network selection. The IEs are classified into three groups:
(i) General Information and Access Network Specific Information; (ii) BS Specific
Information; and (iii) Other Information, which includes vendor/network-specific details.
The types of information handled by MIIS are solely related to handover decisions
and conform to the affiliation with the new BS. The information relevant for assessing
candidate networks includes connection establishment details such as BS address and
location, frequency band, supported security mechanisms in a given access network, and
QoS guarantees the networks can provide.
In IEEE 802.21, events indicate or predict changes in the state and transmission
behavior of the physical, data link, and logical link layers. Generally, events are used
as triggers for initiating procedures in order to overcome or mitigate communication
problems indicated by the events. The events defined in the IEEE 802.21 standard are
based on link layer behavior and can be both remote and local. MIES currently supports
five types of events: (i) MAC and PHY State Change events, (ii) Link Parameters events,
(iii) Predictive events, (iv) Link Handover events, and (v) Link Transmission events.
MAC and PHY State Change events correspond to state changes in the MAC
and PHY layers. The most characteristic events in this category are Link_Up and
Link_Down events, indicating a change in Layer-2 connection state. Link Parameters
events enable reception of MAC and PHY layer parameter information for monitoring
the link condition in real time. Such parameters can relate to signal quality meters, data
rates, and packet error rates. Based on the Link Parameters events, the MIHU can initiate
the handover candidate discovery process or trigger applications to adapt to changing
link conditions. Predictive events report about the probability of dramatic changes
in link characteristics in the near future. For example, detection of signal strength
deterioration may indicate an imminent loss of link connectivity. Link Handover events
indicate the occurrence of Layer-2 handovers.
Link Transmission events show the transmission status of individual higher-layer
PDUs in the link layer. For example, upper layers can adapt to data loss during a
handover by improving buffer management based on the Link Transmission events.
In the case of an ongoing session over TCP, the occurrence of a handover may have
dramatic effects on performance. With the IEEE 802.21 Link Transmission events, the
upper layer protocol layers or applications can be informed about individual packets
that have already been delivered to the sending buffer of the MAC layer but were not
successfully transmitted before the handover occurred. The events help identify which
packets need to be resent via the new connection. However, IEEE 802.21 does not
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define any identifier of reliable packet identification, only the size of the packet ID (2
bytes), and it is up to the implementer to determine how different messages will be
locally identified.
IEEE 802.21 specifies MICS to control link layer operation, as presented in Section 2.2.1. The commands are typically used for network selection and handover
management. However, MICS can also be used to configure custom thresholds of link
parameters and retrieve link parameter values. The parameter values that can be queried
over MICS are the same as those provided by the Link Parameters events. However,
monitoring the link condition based on MICS requires constant polling for parameter
values, which is not as efficient as the Link Parameters events of MIES.
Even though IEEE 802.21 provides sufficient services for handover decision entities
to carry out seamless mobility, efforts to further amend and extend it to provide even
better services have been presented in Paper II and Paper III. Currently, the standard
does not provide mobility management entities any means to determine the effective
coverage areas of BSs with sufficient accuracy. Information about access technologies,
frequency bands, and the geographical location of BSs enable estimation of the potential
ranges of different BSs. An advanced mobility manager solution could utilize the
signal strength measured by the mobile device and the information queried from the
information service in order to try to optimize mobility. However, when the number of
nearby and overlapping BSs grows large, mobility managers become very complex
and inefficient. When the BS cell coverage areas are stored in the information service,
utilization of the existing network infrastructure can be done more resource-efficiently
and reliably, as presented in Paper III and Section 3.1.3. Through a single query, the
inquirer can receive a set of beneficial information about networks and BSs covering
its current location, or the location in the near future. The standardized MIIS does
not benefit spectrum sharing or dynamic spectrum access well, either. However, with
the coverage area information, spectrum usage near the mobile device or BS can be
discovered without excessive frequency band scanning.
In addition to MIIS, the IEEE 802.21 event information is restricted only to lower
layer events (MAC and PHY), and the event exchange is specified only for between the
mobile device and the BS, and between BSs, however, not explicitly restricted only to
these. The IEEE 802.21 extension into an end-to-end cross-layer signaling solution is
presented in Paper II and Section 3.1.2.
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3.1.2

End-to-end cross-layer event signaling

Paper II highlights the importance of having cross-layer event signaling capabilities from
each network layer. Because IEEE 802.21 limits the events to be emanated only from the
link layer, for example, applications do not have any mechanism with which to report
their requirements and current service condition to the MIHU. This is especially the case
if the MIHU is located remotely. Paper II integrates IEEE 802.21 event reporting with
an applied deployment of the Triggering Framework [102]. Typically, the Triggering
Framework is deployed in a way that there are TRGs deployed somewhere in the
networks to handle event subscriptions, registrations, and dissemination between remote
entities. In Paper II, the TRG is running in the network nodes (for example, mobile
devices and BSs) themselves and handles both internal event dissemination and event
exchange between remote entities.
Fig. 10 illustrates the extensive signaling framework. The IEEE 802.21 MIES and
the MIH protocol is used for lower layer event delivery between mobile devices and
BSs, while internal Layer-3 and above event dissemination is carried out with the TRG
protocol. In the standard, the MIHU abstracts the upper layer protocols. However, to
avoid conflicting commands for mobility management, there needs to be a single entity
in the network nodes that runs the MIHU command functionality. In the signaling
framework proposed, this is simply called the MIHU, which is integrated with the TRG
entity. This allows, for example, IEEE 802.21 events to be disseminated to multiple
layers within a network node over the Triggering Framework. Moreover, the MIHU
entity can collect a variety of information related to mobility management and resource
management from all the protocol layers and different applications.
In addition to the extensive signaling capabilities between different entities (for
example, protocol layers) within a network node, the signaling framework allows flexible
and extensive signaling between two distant entities. This is especially important in
multimedia transmission. In Fig. 10, the distant entity is depicted as a video server,
which can receive events, for example, from the decoder in the mobile station and deliver
those events to the encoder on the server side. The extensive signaling framework is
evaluated in scalable video adaptation scenarios presented in Section 3.2.2 and in the
dynamic QoS class management presented in Section 3.2.3.
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Fig. 10. Signaling framework that integrates IEEE 802.21 with the Triggering Framework for
extensive and flexible cross-layer signaling (II, published by permission of IEEE).

3.1.3

Base station cell coverage area information

Paper III proposes a unified architecture that allows end systems to find nearby BSs that
are using either a licensed, shared, or unlicensed spectrum across multiple network
operators. The architecture is fully compliant with IEEE 802.21 MIIS where an
information service server provides requested information based on the location of the
inquirer.
In the network design phase, the coverage area of each BS deployed is estimated
in detail, first through simulations and then accuracy is often improved with field
measurements. Even complex coverage areas can be represented as polygon geometries
and stored in geospatial databases. However, the database must be dynamic, while
the current information elements specified in IEEE 802.21 MIIS are more static in
nature. For example, the coverage area polygons and corresponding frequency bands
must be updated frequently based on mobile device performance measurements and
reflecting infrastructure changes. For novel mobile devices, there are measurement
tool applications that allow end-users to measure the speed of their Internet connection.
Many of the tools (for example, Portolan [166], Netradar [167], and Mobiilimittari
[168]) measure signal strength, also. The coverage areas stored in the information
service could be refined and updated based on those results in order to enable the
database to reflect the prevailing coverage situation.
When handover target selection is based on information queries from an information
service and the same information service is used for the spectrum sharing concept as
well, the service architecture and scalability become salient factors. Moreover, the size
of the database will grow rapidly if the database stores coverage areas from a large area
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Fig. 11. Information service architecture (III, published by permission of KICS).

and considers multiple access technologies. If the BS infrastructures of multiple MNOs
are stored in the same information server, the size of the database will grow even more
substantially.
Fig. 11 illustrates an information service architecture where the service area of an
MNO is divided into geographical regions coordinated by a Root Information Server
(Root IS). In the hierarchical architecture, the size of the database in the regional servers
does not necessarily grow large. When a mobile device first connects to the network, the
closest information service can be assigned to it as a home server. Most of the queries
are, thus, handled solely by its respective information service server, Region 1 IS in
Fig. 11. When the mobile device moves near the border of Region 1 and towards Region
2, information queries regarding the BSs within the adjacent region are forwarded to
the root server. Instead of forwarding the query to the Region 2 IS server, the root
information service could answer the queries directly in order to decrease excessive
query forwarding. This necessitates that the Root IS maintains a database of the coverage
areas of each region. This solution can be seen as a compromise between attempts
to minimize the signaling overhead of network traffic and optimize the query load.
Meanwhile, root servers can also act as coordinators of the consistency of regional
databases, facilitating information service maintenance. To further optimize query load
distribution, the home information service of the mobile device can be changed when
moving into the region of another server. In case of inter-MNO queries, the MNOs
having mutual roaming agreements need only to provide access to the root information
service servers.
Paper III evaluates the performance and scalability of spatial databases that store
base station coverage area geometries. The scalability of MySQL and PostgreSQL with
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Fig. 12. Maximum query load of geospatial databases (III, published by permission of KICS).

PostGIS databases were measured with different numbers of polygons in the database,
starting from 10,000 and reaching even 2 million polygons, roughly representing realistic
macrocell BSs. The growth trend of query times in relation to the number of polygons
was observed to be logarithmic. With MySQL, the total average query time stayed
below 1 ms even with 600,000 polygons in the database, being only less than 1.2 ms
with 1 million polygons. The total query was composed of two queries, a query to find
polygons covering the inquirer’s location and a query to search for polygons that are
near, but the inquirer is not within the covered area. With PostgreSQL, the total query
time of 1 ms is exceeded already with 10,000 polygons, being 1.65 ms, and it reaches
even over 3 ms with 1 million polygons.
Fig. 12 shows query performance in terms of queries per hour. Maximum load was
attained by increasing the number of parallel querying processes constantly stressing
the measured database until the load saturated. With 100,000 polygons in the MySQL
database, a load of 32 million queries per hour can be sustained. Continuing to higher
numbers of polygons, the query load lowers in steps of about 25%. PostgreSQL sustains
almost 10 million queries per hour with 100,000 polygons. The PostgreSQL query load
decrease is gentler than with MySQL, being in steps of 18% lower, on average, until 1M
polygons.
Overall, queries over very small databases take about half the time compared with
very large polygon collection. Thus, it is more effective to split the database into
regions. With the USA’s state and county division and with 300,000 polygons uniformly
distributed across the USA, regional optimization is measured to yield a gain of almost
200%. Based on the measurement results, it can be argued that it is feasible to use the
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current database solutions for geographical data representing the coverage areas of a
very large number of BSs.
3.2

Cross-layer information enhanced mobile networks and
services

This section addresses the second research question asking what are the benefits of
the extensive cross-layer signaling framework in improving communication quality
perceived by end-users and resource usage of wireless networks. Papers II, IV, V and VI
contribute to this research area.
3.2.1

Cell coverage area enhanced mobility management

Paper IV continues the work of Paper III and evaluates the potential of BS coverage area
enhanced information service in improving BS cell selection. The BS coverage area and
distance information is utilized in cell selection. Cell selection is based on a clustering
method that groups cells in the vicinity of a mobile device based on their coverage area
and the distance to the BS. The presented cell selection mechanism and algorithm aims
to improve the efficiency of handover target discovery in a dense cell environment.
When querying the information service for possible handover candidate targets, the
number of potential cells can first be cut down by eliminating cells that do not satisfy the
basic requirements, such as a sufficient bitrate or QoS capabilities. However, the number
of potential target cells can still be large, as networks are increasingly composed of
small-cell BSs and IEEE 802.11 hotspots. Moreover, the basic capabilities of different
networks can often be perceived as similar. Clustering of cells that are found decreases
the number of the most potential BSs to be taken for more detailed analysis of BS
capabilities. A closer assessment of potential handover target BSs can consider, for
example, the application requirements in more detail and the range in which the BSs are
expected to provide a connection when the route of the mobile device is known.
The speed of the mobile device affects the duration of the mobile device’s connection
to each cell. In high-speed vehicular mobility, the preferred use of large cells can
potentially decrease the number of handovers. Commonly, in handovers performed
in Layer-3, there is a risk of losing some packets during the handover procedure.
However, also each Layer-2 handover introduces signaling within access networks
and incurs additional transmission delays that can affect service quality, as measured
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by Prokkola et al. [169] in a commercial 3G network. Even in state-of-the-art access
technologies, handovers cause interruptions in data flows in the magnitude of several
tens of milliseconds, measured to be even 80 milliseconds in LTE [170]. Thus, the
number of excessive handovers is worth avoiding. In pedestrian mobility, MNOs likely
prefer using cells with a short range for traffic load balancing purposes.
The cells are clustered by using the k-means clustering method [171]. The
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [172] is used to partition the cells into
k groups. In simulation experiments k = 4 was used. If the number of clusters is large,
finding the most appropriate cluster becomes difficult and the most potential target
cells may easily be divided into different clusters. On the other hand, making k very
small diminishes the advantage of reducing the number of potential future handover
targets from those found to be located near the mobile device. In order not to give
the cell area too much weight in the clustering, passing a square root value of it to the
k-means clustering algorithm was observed to be helpful. Once the BSs are clustered,
the mobility management algorithm selects the cluster whose centroid describes the
optimal target access point best. For high-speed mobility, BSs in the cluster where
the distances to the BSs are relatively short and the cell areas are large are selected as
potential targets. For pedestrian mobility, the cells in the cluster having the shortest
Euclidean distance between the cluster centroid and the mobile device are selected for
further assessment.
In the simulations evaluating the solution presented to optimize mobility, different
sized cells were randomly located across a square area with sides 10 kilometers long.
The purpose of the simulations was not to evaluate any specific environment (e.g. terrain,
vegetation, buildings, etc.). Thus, random BS locations were used. The cells were
similarly shaped heptagons, but the beam direction for each cell was randomly selected.
The cell sizes roughly represented realistic femto-, pico-, micro-, and macrocells,
with distance ranges (Rmin ; Rmax ) of 10; 20, 20; 100, 100; 600, and 600; 2000 meters,
respectively. Simulations were conducted with three different cell type distribution
scenarios. Scenario 1 (S1) included mostly macrocells (30%), while Scenario 2 (S2) and
Scenario 3 (S3) increased the number of smaller cells. For example, in S2 and S3, 60%
of the cells were femto- and picocells.
By using clustering for the cell features, the number of cells discovered to well
suit high-speed vehicular mobility can be significantly decreased. By selecting 1,000
random locations in the measurement area, the decrease of potential candidate cells
averaged over 75% in all cell distribution scenarios measured. The cells classified as
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Fig. 13. Number of handovers with cell size optimized cell selection algorithm (IV, published
by permission of IEEE).

pedestrian cells by the algorithm ranged between 16%-24% with 2,000 and 3,000 cells
in the area, depending on the measurement scenario.
In the evaluation of the mobility scenario, the measurement area was randomly gone
through 100 times. Fig. 13 presents the results in terms of the number of handovers. The
results show that the number of handovers can be significantly decreased. By optimizing
cell selection, the number of handovers can be cut to even half of that attained with
the conventional cell selection scheme based only on signal strength assessment. The
conventional cell selection scheme was emulated by selecting the closest BS. The cell
was also randomly selected from the cluster found optimal.
The cell selection algorithm presented in Paper IV for high-speed mobility has
been compared with an algorithm that selects the cell that can provide the longest
connection [173]. This necessitates that the driving route is known, which is often
the case with emergency vehicles, for example. According to the results, when the
number of overlapping cells is small, the random BS selection presented in Paper IV
was observed to perform, on average, slightly better in terms of the number of handovers.
With a large number of overlapping cells, route optimization resulted in even 20% less
handovers, on average, than with the cell selection algorithm of Paper IV.
3.2.2

Adaptation of multimedia traffic streams

In addition to presenting the extensive signaling framework introduced in Section 3.1.2,
Paper II studies its potential for dynamic traffic adaptation carried out in the MAC
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layer of the serving BS or in the source of the service in use. The traffic used in the
simulations conducted to evaluate the proposed MAC adaptation scheme and the source
adaptation was SVC video.
The MAC-level video adaptation of Paper II is based on packet prioritization and
scheduling, which is triggered whenever the link condition starts deteriorating or the
capacity of the access point decreases. Both the BS and mobile device constantly
monitor the condition of the employed link. The BS monitors the state of the link
through the rate of dropped packets, which are dropped due to the retransmission limit
being exceeded or a transmission queue overflow. The mobile device keeps track of the
number of erroneously received packets, the packet error rate (PER), and signal strength.
All these parameters are supported by the IEEE 802.21 Link Parameters event. As a
consequence of the Automatic Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) procedure, the MAC-level PER
does not directly imply the rate of lost IP packets.
Link condition is monitored by factoring in link parameter values from five previous
link parameter readings, performed every 0.1 s. The link condition and its trend are
monitored using equation
4

∑ Ek × Mk , Mk ∈ {0.45, 0.3, 0.1, 0.1, 0.05},

(2)

k=0

where E denotes either failed transmissions in the BS, the size of the transmission queue,
erroneously received MAC frames in the mobile device, or signal strength measured
by the mobile device. M is a coefficient that accentuates the most recent values. A
MIH_Parameters_Report event is sent by the mobile device to the currently serving
BS every 0.5 s. If the mobile device notices that the link condition deteriorates too
much, the event is sent immediately without waiting for the next period. This makes the
reaction to link changes faster.
Based on the received parameters report and the BS’s own link monitoring, the BS
triggers the MAC layer to start prioritizing received IP packets by using the MIH Link
Actions command, unless prioritization is already activated. If the prioritization scheduling is triggered because of low signal strength, the MAC increases the retransmission
limit by three, being normally seven retransmissions. Once the link condition recovers,
the weighted rate of failed transmissions at the BS drops below 0.5%, the BS returns to
the state without packet prioritization, and continues using one first-in first-out (FIFO)
queue. This reduces useless traffic inspection to optimize processing in the BSs. This
will be increasingly essential in future wireless BSs where BS capacities can reach even
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gigabits per second. Although the evaluation carried out in Paper II is presented in the
context of layered SVC video transmission, the functionality and logic of the presented
MAC adaptation algorithm applies to other multimedia applications with strict delay
constraints as well. The only requirements are that the application supports data rate
adaptation and the importance of individual packets is known.
When prioritization is enabled, MAC classifies the received IP packets into three
categories: high, medium, and low priority. Upon a full transmission queue, an IP
packet received from the upper layer drops the oldest lower-importance packet from the
queue. The MAC scheduling algorithm factors in tolerated queuing delays. If the packet
scheduled to be sent next can wait for transmission, the head-of-line packet from the
lower-priority queue is sent first (if such a packet exists and is older). Lower-priority
packets known to have exceeded their tolerated queuing delays are dropped. For example,
in case of video and voice transmission, too much delayed packets are useless in the
decoder if the decoder has passed the video frame or audio sample the packet is related
to. Fairness with non-important or unknown traffic stamped as medium priority is sought
in a way that such packets are only dropped if the corresponding transmission queue
is full and no packet exists in the low-priority queue that can be dropped. Moreover,
non-video packets are scheduled based on the basic FIFO scheduling scheme, without
the definitions of tolerated queuing delays.
In addition to the MAC-level adaptation, dynamically adjusted source adaptation is
also evaluated for the SVC video in Paper II. The TFRC congestion control algorithm is
applied to the dynamic rate change of SVC video. The video decoder in the mobile
device continuously monitors video packet loss and calculates the current loss rate
by using Eq. 2. The packet loss event is transmitted over the TRG protocol from the
decoder to the encoder in the video server.
A simulation environment developed in the ICT-OPTIMIX project using the OMNeT++ simulation framework was used to evaluate dynamic adaptation decisions based
on the cross-layer events. The MAC layer was implemented based on the IEEE 802.11g
standard. The physical layer simulated a log-normal shadowed uncorrelated Rayleigh
fading channel with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and without path loss.
Moreover, no adaptive modulation and coding scheme was used. The results are shown
as PSNR. PSNR is one of the most commonly used quality metrics for video, although
it does not always relate well to the subjective quality perceived by the users [174].
However, based on the studies on the validity of PSNR carried out by Huynh-Thu and
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Fig. 14. PSNR of SVC video with and without adaptation (II, published by permission of
IEEE).

Ghanbari [175], variation in PSNR can be used as a reliable indicator of variation in
quality in this evaluation where the codec and content remain the same.
Fig. 14 shows the PSNR results for an original flawless video sequence and
for sequences transmitted over the simulation chain without adaptation, with MAC
adaptation, and with source adaptation. In these simulations, the adaptation was triggered
due to progressive congestion in the BS. With MAC adaptation, 99% of the dropped
packets were video enhancement layers during the whole simulation run. Only three
base layer packets were dropped in MAC before adaptation was triggered on. Those
three base layer packets effectively drop the PSNR for several seconds, but the average
PSNR is only 3.5 dB lower than that of the original. With source adaptation, a large
number of enhancement layers were being dropped already in the video server, resulting
in a 78% lower packet drop rate in MAC than with MAC adaptation. Source adaptation
is an effective way to decrease the number of low-importance packets in the network
when the overall traffic load exceeds the capacity. Source adaptation helps avoid the
dropping of important packets and mitigates congestion. However, as MAC treats all
packets similarly in the source adaptation case, and source adaptation reacts slower to
capacity changes than MAC adaptation, the average PSNR is 14 dB lower than that
attained with MAC adaptation. As a result, it was also observed that the TFRC algorithm
is not well-suited for the scenario of these simulations. The algorithm’s estimated path
bitrate for the video is increased too rapidly after a negligible video frame loss at the
decoder is observed. Gurtov and Korhonen [176] have also observed that TFRC has
difficulties in handovers between networks that have different link characteristics. TFRC
does not adapt well to new link characteristics after a handover.
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The MAC and source adaptation schemes were also tested under a varying signal
strength condition. When the characteristics of the physical wireless media were
changed to vary rapidly by significantly increasing the log-normal shadowing gain,
bad signal strength caused an uncorrectable number of bit errors to a large number of
MAC frames received by the mobile device. Without adaptation, a total of 77 base
layer packets were dropped during the three-second period of the weak signal. MAC
adaptation outperforms source adaptation by dropping 36% less base layer packets.
Source adaptation was observed to be too slow to react to rapid changes in signal
condition. However, the additional advantage of MAC adaptation compared with source
adaptation was in great measure a result of the scheduling algorithm’s feature that
increases the retransmission limit by three (to 10) when weak signal strength is observed.
Nevertheless, when signal strength drops too low, even the most effective adaptation
scheme cannot reap significant benefit. In practice, increasing the MAC retransmission
limit is the most efficient way to achieve more advantages if the connection to the
current BS is desired or compelled to be sustained. This, in turn, may lead to excessive
packet transfer delays. Thus, considering handover options before letting signal strength
get weak is recommended. The coverage area database also assists in anticipating the
coverage borders.
Overall, MAC-level adaptation, as a fast way to conform traffic flows to the current
link conditions, clearly outperforms source adaptation in varying and short-term
congestion. However, as the results indicated, source-level adaptation substantially
increases the transport reliability of video base layers required in error-free decoding
compared with the case without any adaptation. In addition, source adaptation handles
cases where network problems reside elsewhere than in the link between the mobile
device and the BS. There, the MAC adaptation studied is useless. The next subsection
continues the research on dynamic MAC adaptation with empirical evidence.
3.2.3

Dynamic network service priority adjustment

Paper V introduces mechanisms that classify different traffic flows intelligently and
utilize this information in dynamic adjustment of traffic priorities. Priority adjustment
is triggered based on quality report events received from important applications.
Commonly, wireless access networks that support QoS guarantees are pre-configured
in order to assure the expected QoS for certain services. However, fixed minimum
allocations are not necessarily sufficient for all traffic flows in the defined service
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categories. Thus, generic QoS class definitions are not well suited when the QoS
requirements vary within application types. Paper V presents a QoS service that
classifies the packet flows traversing a BS and assigns important flows dynamically to
the most suitable QoS class when congestion is observed. The BS can have multiple
service classes pre-configured. The flows can be classified according to their type
and characteristics into different queues with different QoS class definitions. The
QoS class definitions can also be modified and added during run-time, enabling more
application-specific QoS class definitions. However, the evaluation in Paper V does not
exploit dynamic adjustment of QoS class parameters but instead utilizes existing service
class definitions in a dynamic manner.
In a BS, the network traffic classifier presented by Hirvonen and Laulajainen [87]
is used to identify different traffic flows and their respective service types from all
traffic traversing the BS. Based on this information, the BS can identify the applications
and attempt to guarantee successful transmission of the packets related to the most
important traffic flows. The network can monitor the number of dropped packets and
retransmissions locally. However, determination of the importance of traffic flows
is challenging. Moreover, how unsuccessfully transmitted packets show up in the
application cannot be easily known without cross-layer signaling. Overall, different
media applications, such as video and voice, can be considered real-time services
requiring high QoS, but their QoS demands vary. Paper V presents a service based
on information exchange of the Triggering Framework where clients can dynamically
subscribe to a QoS guarantee for their important traffic flows. The purpose of the QoS
subscription is that the mobile device can notify the BS or network it is connected
to about its important traffic flow and possibly also its expected QoS requirements.
Moreover, the mobile device can inform the BS about events it will send to indicate the
quality of the application in real time. As discussed earlier in this thesis, the application
itself has the best knowledge of the current service quality, while the lower layers can
only estimate the quality.
Fig. 15 shows a sequence diagram of message exchanges in the subscription and
use of the QoS service. Once the mobile device has informed the BS about the highimportance application and the BS has verified the service from the classifier, the BS
subscribes to events in order to be able to monitor the quality of the video stream. After
that, the mobile device starts periodically sending events to the BS that indicate the QoS
of the service. In the SVC video streaming context studied in Paper V, the events carry
video packet loss information. The packet loss was calculated with Eq. 2, where E
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Fig. 15. Subscription of QoS service (V, published by permission of IEEE).

denotes video packet loss. When video packet loss exceeds the threshold defined for
tolerable packet loss, set to 1.5% in Paper V, the BS triggers the priority adjustment
process.
A large number of QoS-assured flows with high priority and greedy data flows
with middle priority are not allowed to consume all resources. Traffic flows treated
as normal priority vary in type and there is a risk that some flows suffer from the
classified transmission more than others. Thus, instead of just raising the priority of the
QoS-assured traffic flows, the importance and resource usage of flows not subscribed
to the QoS service are also qualified. This is done based on flow features, namely
service type, throughput, flow duration, and average packet size with a weighting of
35/30/25/10%, respectively. Based on the calculated importance, the priority of certain
flows can be dropped in order to balance resource sharing and enhance QoS assurance.
If it is expected or observed that some applications suffer from the priority adjustment,
offloading of mobile devices with weighty resource consumption to other networks or
BSs alternatively or additionally is worth considering. However, Paper V did not exploit
an offloading capability for the traffic load balancing.
Empirical evaluation of the solution was carried out in a fixed WiMAX testbed
composed of an Airspan MicroMAX BS and a ProST subscriber station. The measurements were conducted in a laboratory environment, and therefore the signal conditions
stayed relatively stable and strong. The measurements were carried out in the uplink and
downlink directions. The packet classifier and scheduler used in the experiments were
those of Airspan’s proprietary solutions. The priority adjustment algorithm exploits
three priority classes in the BS. In normal operation, without congestion, all packets
go to the middle queue. In case of congestion, the benefits of raising the priority of
QoS-assured traffic flow(s) and dropping the priority of other flows are assessed. The
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downlink scheduler between the service classes was based on the weighted fair queuing
scheme. According to test measurements with TCP, the scheduling algorithm provides a
throughput ratio of 42/32/26% for the high, medium, and low priorities, respectively. In
the uplink, only two service classes were used in the measurements. The high-priority
queue employs the RtPS QoS class [148] and the other one was based on the best effort
scheduling scheme.
An SVC video with the RTP/UDP protocols, and a base layer bitrate of 200 kb/s and
a spatial enhancement layer bitrate of 1.8 Mb/s was used in the measurements. The
Qosmet tool [79] was used to measure a variety of QoS parameters from the traffic. The
adaptation decisions in this evaluation were made only on the basis of video stream
quality.
Both short and long TCP flows were opted to be used as background traffic in order
to congest the link. The short-duration TCP flows were based on a burst of 10 TCP
flows fetching an object with a size of 10-100 kB. This was started at the point of 5 s in
the measurement runs. According to Chehadeh at al. [177], a clear majority of HTTP
object sizes are below 100 kilobytes. The long-term TCP connection was based on a
download of a large file for 30 s, initiated at the point of 10 s. While the long TCP
download was ongoing, at the point of 15 s 20 TCP flows (30 s long) were generated in
order to emulate peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing. As with the short-term TCP flows, a
random break period in the range of 0-500 ms was used between the flow initialization
to better emulate the connection openings in P2P.
Mean PSNR values averaged from three measurement repetitions in the uplink are
plotted in Fig. 16. The HTTP emulation and the single long-term TCP file transfer
do not trigger service class adjustment, although already with the single TCP flow
the maximum link capacity is quickly attained after the flow begins. The packet loss
for the video stream rapidly jumps to above 50% when the link gets congested with
the flows emulating P2P. The video packet loss threshold to trigger the traffic priority
adjustment process was set to 1.5%. The priority adjustment is finished at the point
of 24 s, and after that the PSNR of the prioritized video sustains significantly better
QoS than the reference case where all traffic is treated equally. It was found that the
connection break time in the WiMAX equipment used when changing the service
classes dynamically was a maximum of one second. However, the time required for
the ongoing connections to recover back to normal transport was in the order of three
seconds in total. The commercial equipment used in the evaluation does not seem be
optimized for run-time adjustment of the QoS classes. This connection break can likely
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Fig. 16. Mean PSNR for the SVC video in the uplink (V, published by permission of IEEE).

be significantly decreased with a MAC implementation that is designed to support more
seamless dynamic adjustments of the QoS classes, as measured by Neves et al. [178]
with WiMAX equipment from another vendor. Between 25-50 s the prioritized video
results in an average of 98% better PSNR than with the single priority service class,
falling short of the original by only 3 dB. The RtPS service class was observed to work
well also in terms of delays. When prioritization was enabled, the average one-way
delays of video packets dropped to 19 ms. This is about 17 ms lower than with best
effort scheduling in the uncongested link. Without prioritization, the delays of video
stream packets rapidly rose after congestion, exceeding 300 ms. Between 25-50 s the
average video throughput with the prioritization service is 400 kb/s higher than that in
the reference case, keeping the video fully decodable and error free.
In the downlink, as shown in Fig. 17, even better performance was observed than in
the uplink in terms of video quality. Once the priority adjustment is carried out, the
PSNR recovers faster to follow the original flawless video than in the uplink, translating
into the same PSNR as with the original video. The significantly longer transmission
queues in the downlink rapidly led directly to delays of video stream packets exceeding
one second upon heavy congestion. Without the QoS service, the average delays also
stayed above 900 ms. After the priority adjustment and during background traffic,
the average delay for all traffic traversing the BS was 54 ms. For the video in the
high-priority queue, the average delays were about 30 ms.
This work empirically verified the potential of dynamic QoS assurance service
for the most important applications. Although the adaptation feature of SVC video
was not exploited, the video stream was sustained error free under heavy congestion.
However, if the BS receives many requests for QoS assurance service, the logic for how
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Fig. 17. Mean PSNR for the SVC video in the downlink (V, published by permission of IEEE).

to prioritize the requests was left out of the scope of Paper V. The priorities between
QoS-assured flows can be based on the user’s priorities (end users’ subscription profiles)
and application types. Moreover, offloading users to other networks and BSs can help
resource sharing when the BS serves a large number of important applications. The next
subsection presents an efficient way to optimize transmission resources for application
data by minimizing the transmission of bytes invisible to the users.
3.2.4

Improvement of traffic efficiency

As introduced earlier, the overall amount of traffic can be decreased by dropping packets
that do not have a significant impact on the application’s usability, such as quality
enhancement layers in the case of SVC video. However, data rate adaptation techniques
do not improve the utilization of wireless resources for the application data. They just
decrease the number of packets transmitted. The network protocol headers inserted into
each IP packet still consume the limited transmission resources. Paper VI evaluates the
gains of packet aggregation and ROHC over a wireless air interface. ROHC and packet
aggregation are most suitable for small IP packets where the proportion of header data
in relation to the packet payload is significant.
The evaluation of ROHC and packet aggregation was carried out over a mobile
WiMAX testbed in a laboratory environment. Measurement traffic was composed of
synthetically generated bi-directional VoIP flows based on the ITU-T G.729.1 codec
[179]. The four-layer coding used produced a voice payload of 40 bytes and an
operational bitrate of 16 kb/s.
With the employed WiMAX equipment, the downlink was interestingly the restricting
factor when measuring the number of sustained VoIP conversations. Although the
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Fig. 18. Downlink goodput with ROHC (CH) and packet aggregation (VI, published by permission of IEEE).

maximum measured effective capacity of the downlink is over three times that of
the uplink (1.53 Mb/s), the uplink seems to cope better with small packets. Fig. 18
shows the downlink goodput when voice sample aggregation and ROHC are not used.
The downlink can reach a mean throughput of just under 280 kb/s, sustaining only
18 bi-directional VoIP flows with a loss rate under 5%. This is approximately only
5.5% of the maximum effective downlink capacity measured with a negligible loss rate,
5.13 Mb/s. ROHC with VoIP packets that carry one sample does not yield substantial
performance improvement.
When voice sample aggregation is used, performance improves substantially. By
bundling two voice samples into one IP packet, the WiMAX link can sustain nearly
double the number of simultaneous VoIP conversations without quality degradation. An
aggregation of three voice samples increases the number of sustained VoIP conversations
to 47, resulting in an average downlink goodput of about 720 kb/s. When aggregation is
employed and the size of the IP packets becomes larger, ROHC starts to register gains.
Making small packets even smaller does not seem to bring notable performance gain.
With two-sample packets, ROHC sustains one more VoIP conversation. By aggregating
three voice samples, ROHC allows two more VoIP conversations below the 5% loss
threshold.
Although the gains of ROHC and packet aggregation are clear, both mechanisms
have their downsides. In ROHC, the compressor and decompressor must maintain a
context for each traffic flow, as introduced in Section 2.3.2. Moreover, the compression
and decompression are carried out for each packet of the compressed traffic flows. The
number of flows traversing a single BS can be very large depending on the number
of clients. If ROHC and packet aggregation are applied to all flows, they introduce
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notable additional processing and memory requirements for the BS. Packet aggregation
increases the delay as packets need to wait for sequential packets for bundling. When
user mobility and varying channel conditions are also considered, efficient use of the
presented mechanisms to improve traffic efficiency becomes more complex. Simply
choosing one overhead mitigation method in the beginning of a VoIP session and
keeping it fixed during the whole VoIP call may not be sufficient to guarantee optimized
performance. Hence, using ROHC and packet aggregation for all traffic flows and at all
times is not recommended, but the methods need to be adjusted dynamically. Moreover,
ROHC and packet aggregation are suggested to be used only for traffic flows whose gain
is most significant, namely flows with small packets. The traffic classifier used in Paper
V enables identification of application types and flows suitable for the ROHC and packet
aggregation processes.
Cross-layer information about the mobile device’s available accesses, the condition
of the current channel, nearby BSs, and VoIP call quality can be exploited in order to
select the most suitable connection for the VoIP call. The information from network
nodes regarding, for example, congestion levels at the serving BS and routers along
the transmission path can then be used to further optimize the transmission scheme
with voice sample aggregation and ROHC. The aggregation results shown in this thesis
are from voice sample aggregation, which bundles multiple samples into a single RTP
packet. This is simpler to carry out at the source than in the BS. The network-level
aggregation illustrated in Fig. 9 is a more feasible solution for BSs. Based on the
information about flow types and their quality traversing a BS, the BS can trigger ROHC
and packet aggregation with the mobile devices supporting these methods in order to
attempt to increase effective capacity.
3.3

Discussion and future work

This chapter provided an overview of the results presented in the original papers included
in this thesis. The results address the two research questions presented in Chapter 1.
As an answer to RQ1, this dissertation specifies a cross-layer signaling architecture,
which is illustrated in Fig. 10. It provides extensive and flexible information dissemination in networks. In addition to event-based information delivery, an enhanced network
information service is presented in order to provide information about networks and BSs
in the vicinity of mobile devices efficiently.
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IEEE 802.21 seeks to facilitate mobility in a heterogeneous network environment.
The potential of the standard to cope with intelligent and seamless mobility between
different networks was presented. The event reporting service and the information
service enable monitoring of the currently used link condition and finding potential
handover targets near a mobile device. However, the operational ranges of BSs can
be only roughly estimated based on the access technology, frequency band, and BS
location. This is information that MIIS provides. The information service enhanced
with BS coverage area information in order to improve mobility and provide assisting
capabilities for spectrum sharing was also studied. The database scalability results
showed that basing both end-user mobility and spectrum access systems on the same
coverage area enhanced information service is feasible.
Mobility studies based on the coverage area enhanced information service were
presented. Selecting the handover target cell in a dense BS environment based on BS
location and operational area can cut the number of handovers even to half compared
with the cell selection scheme that selects the closest BS, which scheme was used
to emulate the BS with the strongest signal strength. The thesis introduced the first
version of the cell selection algorithm based on a clustering method. Making the cell
selection algorithm more sophisticated—i.e., making a further assessment of the BSs
found to be the most potential handover targets and also considering BSs in other
clusters than those selected as optimal for high-speed and pedestrian mobility—is left
for future work. Moreover, incorporating the coverage area database into an IEEE
802.21 MIIS implementation for hands-on tests is an interesting future work item. The
MIIS implementation to also store QoS measurement results to be represented as QoS
polygons, similar to the signal strength coverage areas, is currently under study and
development [180].
Despite the targeted usage scenario of IEEE 802.21, the standard opens a variety of
possibilities also beyond handovers. Potential use scenarios are adjustment of traffic
priorities and adaptation of traffic flows. The event reporting of the standard is limited
only to the link and physical layer parameters, which does not allow taking application
requirements into account sufficiently. A way to integrate an extensive and flexible event
delivery framework, namely the Triggering Framework, with the IEEE 802.21 standard
was presented. The solution allows each layer in network nodes to share events, also
remotely over an IP network. The message protocol of the Triggering Framework would
require further development to make the solution applicable to commercial networks.
There is currently no standardized specification of event IDs, types, and encoding of
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the event payload. DDE, which was developed based on the idea of the Triggering
Framework, brings many new features associated with message structures and message
integrity. However, DDE does not come with standardized messages for certain events,
either. DDE’s feature that caches previous events for the duration of their validity can be
beneficial for algorithms that make decisions on mobility and traffic management.
The cross-layer signaling framework presented enables various solutions for MNOs
for improving resource usage in wireless networks and addressing RQ2 of this dissertation. SVC video was used to show dynamic traffic adaptation and MAC-level
priority adjustment that capitalize on the proposed cross-layer signaling framework. The
results show that both source- and MAC-level adaptation allow better sustaining of
video quality at a moderate level, although the serving BS gets congested. BS MAC
adaptation in particular was observed to perform well and to react quickly to link
condition changes. The utilized simulation chain did not, however, allow sophisticated
simulation scenarios with varying signal strength conditions to be made. Nevertheless,
the results showed that the fast event signaling system allowed mitigation of the effect
of fast signal impairments. The MAC level scheduling system was developed to be
access-technology-independent. The scheduling logic of the algorithm is based on
the expected tolerable queuing delays of the packets of a real-time application. The
implementation was evaluated with SVC video, where different packets can be assigned
different priorities. However, the same structure of the scheduling algorithm can be
applied to a larger scope of applications as long as the importance of packets and their
tolerable queuing delays can be determined, or at least estimated. As a complimentary
solution, video adaptation carried out at the source was also compared with MAC-level
adaptation. The TFRC algorithm used in source adaptation is not well suited for video
adaptation without modifications to slow down the data rate increase once a lossless
level has been attained in the decoder. Source adaptation is intended for long-term
adaptation and is not a suitable solution for reacting to fast changes in the wireless link
condition and the BS’s traffic load.
SVC video is also used in studies on dynamic traffic flow priority management in
BSs. The results show that dynamic adjustment of traffic flow priorities can sustain
high QoS for real-time services despite congestion. The evaluation of the solution
was done with one QoS service subscriber. The applicability of the solution with
many users requiring privileged treatment for their services has not been evaluated
yet. However, MAC-level scheduling in novel and sophisticated access technologies is
designed to take fairness with high-priority and low-priority traffic into account. In
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other words, high-priority traffic is not allowed to consume all transmission resources.
However, if a BS is not capable of providing the required resources for all important
traffic flows, traffic priority management is not a solution that can result in a satisfactory
outcome alone. In this case, mobility management and the other solutions presented
in this dissertation for improving resource usage need to be considered as well. The
extensive cross-layer signaling solution illustrated in Fig. 10 enables a large variety
of enhancements to improve the presented solution. Dynamic triggering of priority
adjustment was based on events carrying video packet loss only. However, the BS could
receive more QoS parameters from the application. Moreover, events can be received
from many applications and mobile devices so that more comprehensive decisions on
priority management can be made. QoS parameters measured in real time, such as
delay, would make dynamic adjustment of the QoS class definitions more accurate. For
example, maximum sustained delay could be refined on the fly if the current value is
observed as insufficient.
More than AVC/SVC videos with the RTP/UDP protocol stack, HTTP-based video
transmission, such as MPEG-Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [181],
is becoming increasingly common through Internet television and over-the-top streaming
service providers. They already pose big challenges for MNOs in terms of capacity
demands. HTTP-streaming provides application-specific adaptation mechanisms [181],
and the means to improve HTTP video streaming quality are largely based on traffic
priority management and utilization of QoS classes. Although HTTP-based video
transmission is not considered in this thesis, the studied traffic priority management
carried out in access networks can also be applied to HTTP-based video streaming. The
results also showed that TCP, which HTTP-based video streams use, can be a potential
cause of QoS problems with UDP flows that share the same transmission resources.
Thus, because HTTP-based video steaming is becoming more popular, there is an
increasing need for networks to control the load by fairly sharing available resources
among all users and flows, regardless of the transport protocol used.
Empirical measurement results over a WiMAX network highlight that the traffic mix
plays an important role in the effective capacities of wireless networks. Advertised
maximum capacities can be attained only with large packets, that is, near the maximum
transmission unit (MTU) size supported. When small packet traffic, such as VoIP,
dominates the traffic mix, the measurement results in a mobile WiMAX testbed showed
that only a fraction of the maximum capacity can be reached. Thus, packet aggregation
was observed as an efficient way to improve the performance of the wireless network. In
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addition, ROHC was shown to bring additional gain by reducing redundant network
header information. However, this dissertation does not evaluate the dynamic aspect of
setting ROHC and packet aggregation on. With the cross-layer signaling framework, the
network management entity can identify when these solutions are needed and for what
traffic flows. Moreover, the additional processing and memory demands of the studied
mechanisms in BSs are not measured but the expected problems with large numbers of
traffic flows are assumptions made on the basis of their requirements and functions.
However, as the gains experienced are so substantial, an interesting future work item is
to study ROHC and packet aggregation mechanisms in dynamic scenarios, in other
words, using them only when the need emerges and only for the packet flows in which
they are the most helpful. Moreover, the results were based on emulated ROHC and
voice sample aggregation. Measurements with real implementations are also under
consideration.
Regarding RQ2 from the mobility management perspective, the coverage area
database enhancement to the information service assists in discovering handover target
networks and BSs for mobile users. This will be a growing issue in future wireless
networks, because cell density is expected to increase significantly. The database can
decrease the amount of signaling in networks in terms of handover target candidate
discovery. It also facilitates mobility management entities in determining mobile devices
that can be moved to other networks for traffic load balancing purposes.
In order to provide an answer to RQ2 from the traffic management perspective,
traffic adaptation, priority management, and improvement of traffic efficiency are
presented as potential solutions for improving resource usage in BSs. Currently, mobile
networks largely use only fixed configurations for traffic priorities and QoS requirements.
Although QoS classes are implemented in most state-of-the-art BSs, the best effort
scheduling scheme without any privileged treatment for real-time applications is still
common today. Moreover, estimation of the QoS of traffic flows needs to rely only on
low-layer information. Low-layer information does not often indicate well the quality of
the applications. The cross-layer signaling framework allows more comprehensive
estimations of application quality to be made, as well as estimations of subjective
quality through application-specific QoE models. The solutions presented allow the
most important applications to be kept usable, despite a lack of sufficient resources in
the access networks, to provide all current applications the resources they request.
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4

Conclusions

Traffic over wireless networks is growing faster than the deployment of network
resources in many places. For example, the limited radio spectrum already restricts
deployments of wireless networks. Moreover, increasing user mobility and the demand
for high service quality and reliability pose additional challenges to current wireless
networks. In order to cope with increasing traffic demand, utilization of all network
resources is of essential importance in today’s heterogeneous multiaccess network
environments. However, efficient utilization necessitates dynamic operations and
performance monitoring in different protocol layers in the networks. The current mobile
networks consider only link-level quality, largely neglecting application requirements
and network resource availability near the mobile device.
In order to address this problem, this dissertation shows the importance of crosslayer signaling and proposes an extensive cross-layer signaling framework to enable
a variety of techniques for monitoring link, network, and application condition, and
act accordingly. Amendments of standardized network information services such as
those provided by IEEE 802.21 and 3GPPP ANDSF by adding BS coverage area
information are proposed. The coverage area information facilitates BS selections in
densely equipped network infrastructures. Handover target selection based on signal
strength measurement is not efficient anymore when the mobile device needs to scan
multiple frequency bands. The coverage area database is also seen to improve the
adoption of dynamic spectrum access. In addition to link-level parameters, dynamic
information collected from other protocol layers as well enables various ways to timely
and effectively adapt network traffic to varying link and network conditions. Due to
different error resilience techniques in different protocols and applications, lower-layer
quality events do not always reflect the quality of applications. However, as signal
conditions can vary rapidly, the dynamic low-layer information can assist in making
proactive estimations of expected quality soon. Thus, relying on information from
multiple layers can give a comprehensive view of current and upcoming quality.
To demonstrate the benefits of cross-layer optimization, this thesis considers
scenarios related to mobility, application-specific traffic adaptation, application priority
adjustment with QoS classes, and traffic optimization. The studied mechanisms enable
networks and mobile devices to optimize the QoS of important ongoing applications
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while also making wireless resource usage more efficient when the access networks
encounter capacity problems. The native features of IEEE 802.21 enhanced with BS
coverage area information can help mobility management entities find optimal BSs for
mobile devices and their applications. Traffic adaptation for applications that allow
adjusting the data rate through scalability features can be applied in order to fit the
service to available transmission resources. With efficient exploitation of cross-layer
information, the advantages of adaptation can be optimized. Adaptation can help
maintain session continuity under congestion in the network with the cost of acceptable
decrease in quality. Traffic adaptation is a special case of MAC-level traffic priority
management, where individual packets are treated based on their importance. However,
priority management on a flow level is more common. Traffic flow priorities and QoS
classes enable treatment of traffic flows differently based on their importance and type.
QoS classes are implemented as a salient feature in many novel access technologies
such as WiMAX and LTE, but they are not exploited widely in commercial networks.
This dissertation advocates dynamic traffic priority adjustment with QoS classes. The
solution proposed enables finding traffic flows that require high priority and assurance
for their QoS requirements. Moreover, the solution balances the privileged treatment of
QoS-assured traffic flows and the treatment of other traffic. Priority management is
applied to all traffic flows according to their resource consumption, application type, and
importance. Finally, the advantage of packet aggregation and ROHC was evaluated
as potential techniques for decreasing protocol header overhead in data traffic and
increasing the effective capacity of wireless links.
The results of the dissertation provide the means for MNOs to manage resource
usage in wireless access networks on the basis of application type and quality. Mobility
management is the most commonly studied and used solution for overcoming capacity
issues in networks. A handover is a salient feature of current mobile networks, although
the intelligence for using it is still not sophisticated in most state-of-the-art access
networks. If mobility management does not provide the desired results, the traffic
mix determines which of the presented techniques for traffic management work best
in certain situations. If the multimedia services do not allow data rate adaptation,
appropriate exploitation of traffic flow priorities and QoS classes can maintain their
service level high despite congestion in the networks. On the other hand, if the traffic is
dominated by small packet traffic, packet aggregation and ROHC can provide significant
improvements to performance. Due to user mobility and the rapid change of traffic
mix and load in networks, all the studied techniques are recommended to be utilized
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dynamically, only when the need emerges, and only for flows in which the overall
benefit is found to be the most helpful.
Fifth generation wireless systems (5G) are anticipated to bring networks that are
increasingly composed of a large number of small coverage access points/radio heads
[182, 183]. A short range access point improves frequency re-use and can provide high
capacity for a small geographical area. The concept of service virtualization is also
being increasingly applied in the networks. Access points and network services are
increasingly based on virtualized functions that enable network resources to better
scale according to capacity demand. The concepts of network function virtualization
(NFV) and software-defined networking (SDN) are changing the basic structure of
networks and the way network resources are orchestrated [184, 185]. However, the
change from cell-based wireless networks to deploying only short-range access points
in urban areas is not foreseen at least within the next ten years. Instead, improved
utilization of existing wireless resources is becoming increasingly important and the
NFV and SDN concepts facilitate dynamic deployment of the techniques presented on
that in this thesis. The techniques presented can be virtualized functions taken into use
when deemed helpful. Moreover, despite a variety of proposals, there has not been any
significant and commonly accepted effort to replace the TCP/IP protocol stack. 5G
wireless networks are expected to carry IP packets with different transport protocols,
making the presented solutions valid also in the next generation of wireless networks.
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